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FOREWORD BY
BUSINESS HEAD
“Sustainable development is balance of meeting our own needs
without jeopardizing the future generations’ ability to do the same”
Dear Reader,
It gives me great pleasure to bring to you our ﬁrst
sustainability report for Jaya Shree Textiles.
Jaya Shree Textiles has two product verticals – linen
and wool. The domestic linen industry has been
going through a rapid growth phase over the past 5
years and we believe that the linen industry will
maintain a healthy double digit growth rate over the
next 5 years as well. We continue to focus on
building product capability and consumer connect
via our retail presence, brand communications and
product category enhancement.
The wool business has faced challenges due to
declining wool prices. In coming years, we will
focus on developing more specialty offerings and
move to higher value portfolio with required
investments.

The efforts put in by all my colleagues at Jaya Shree
have been recognized via various awards not only
within the Aditya Birla Group but also by various
international forums. Our team won the CII Exim
Bank Award for Outstanding Business Excellence
initiatives. Our performance on all sustainability
parameters have shown consistent improvements
and we strive to be a benchmark in World Class
Manufacturing practices.
In continuation to mark our efforts towards
environment and society at large, we have decided
to initiate sustainability reporting from this year. We
view this report as a part of our continued
commitment to stakeholders to disclose our
performance on key sustainability pillars. Our
sustainability roadmap over the next three years will
focus on the expectations of key stakeholders
including our employees and have deﬁned
strategies to be more economically, socially and
environmentally beneﬁcial and impacting the triple
bottom line viz. people, planet and proﬁt.
The report will provide you with
w accounts of actions
taken by us along with results
re
achieved; I also
encourage you to give us your feedback on the
report, and share your kind views. Enjoy reading!

– Mr. Thomas Varghese
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CEO's Message
Sustainability at the Centre of
our Business

share value with each of these stakeholder
groups.
t1VUJOQMBDFTUFQTUIBUGVUVSFQSPPGPVSCVTJOFTT

It is my pleasure to introduce our ﬁrst sustainability
report. The vision and mission has been shared with
every customer, supplier and all other stakeholders.
We are committed to grow our business responsibly
and sustainably. We are aligned with our group's
sustainability vision which states:

JST follows Aditya Birla Group’s Corporate Sustainability processes focusing on a series of proven
commitments to our customers and communities;
to the environment in which we operate; to our
people and businesses; and, to our investors.

"By 2017, the Aditya Birla Group endeavors to
become the leading Indian conglomerate for
sustainable business practices across its global
operations, balancing its economic growth with
environmental and societal interests"

t 'PSPVSDVTUPNFST TVTUBJOBCJMJUZNFBOTXFBSF
committed to provide a reliable and affordable
product. A key component of our sustainability
effort is to leverage our capabilities and meet our
customers’ needs.

We endeavour to become a leading industry benchmark for sustainability processes and performance
by 2020 through engagement of all stakeholders.
This report builds on our persistent efforts to build
an ethical, responsible and sustainable business.

t  'PS TPDJFUZ  TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ NFBOT HJWJOH CBDL UP
the communities in which we operate. JST
consistently works with local people and organizations like CII in the region of our operations to
identify signiﬁcant local, social and economic
needs and design programmes to meet them.

We believe that our businesses does much more
than just being an intermediary in the textile value
chain, improving lives and making a lasting difference in the communities in which we operate has
always been part of our values and mission.

t 'PSFOWJSPONFOU TVTUBJOBCJMJUZNFBOTPQFSBUJOH
under strict guidelines and meeting or exceeding
environmental requirements everywhere we
operate.

We are committed to continual improvement in
business practices by being socially responsible,
balancing economic growth and constantly reducing our environmental footprint for the beneﬁt of all
stakeholders.

t 'PSUIFQFPQMFBU+45 TVTUBJOBCJMJUZNFBOTNBJOtaining the safest possible workplace, making a
difference while meeting the world's changing
fashion needs in an environmentally responsible
and intelligent manner.

At the Aditya Birla Group, sustainability in business
is the holistic pursuit of a three step agenda:

t 'PSPVSJOWFTUPST TVTUBJOBCJMJUZNFBOTTVDDFTTGVM
business growth and performance, based on a
long-term outlook. We have formulated our
Vision 2020 and are already in line with the
execution of the targeted agenda.

t .BOBHJOHCVTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOTSFTQPOTJCMZ5IJT
includes, but is not limited to the creation of a
safe working environment at all sites and workplaces, conserving energy and water, managing
waste and emissions and the protection of
human rights.
t 5IF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG NBUFSJBM JTTVFT PG BMM
stakeholders,their perspective, and usage of this
knowledge to actively seek ways to create and
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8F EFWFMPQFE PVS TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ SPBENBQ JO ':
which identiﬁed focus areas and risks and related
mitigation plans. The enablers have been a strong
sustainability governance framework at the Aditya
Birla Group level, our sustainability committee and
champions who have helped to strengthen the
initiative and our existing management systems that

have helped us to leverage and work towards
integrating sustainability into our business strategy.
0VSLFZGPDVTBSFBTJO':IBTCFFONJOJNJ[JOH
our environmental foot print on key aspects such as
materials, energy, water, waste and efﬂuent and
improving our performance on employee health and
safety.
0VSGPDVTBSFBTJO':IBTCFFOJNQSPWJOHTUBLFholder engagement, carbon management, improving our performance on all economic and social
parameters including human rights. In addition to
improving our performance on sustainability parameters, we have also utilized the Higgs Index tool
TJODF ':  UP JNQSPWF PVS TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ QFSGPSmance in operations and products. The sustainability IT platform and dashboards helps us to track and
monitor our performance which is also reviewed by
the Group’s Apex Sustainability Council.
Jaya Shree deals with two premium niche ﬁbres:
-JOFO 'MBY BOE8PPM0WFSBMMCVTJOFTTFOWJSPONFOU
for us has remained stable over the last two years.
On the raw material front, global ﬂax ﬁbre production
has remained steady,prices in the last two years
have increased by around 7% in Euro terms and
15% in INR. Raw wool production decreased marginally in major wool growing countries and prices in
the last two years have decreased by around 20% in
US$ terms and 9% in INR terms.
The overall domestic demand for Linen was good
ood in
': 5IF HSPXUI JO UIF *OEJBO MJOFO NBSLFU
U IBT
been supply led with more players coming into
o the
market, both fabric & yarn. A number of linen brands
rands
for domestic OTC have been launched in the
e last
few years.
In case of Wool business, ﬂuctuating wool prices
coupled with volatile cross currencies have
restricted the risk bearing capacity of various parts
of the value chain. The continued slowdown
wn in
Europe and Japan who are the main consumers
ers of
wool has resulted in intense competition in terms
ms of
prices offered in the market. However, demand from
India and other Asian countries is showing
g an
increasing trend.
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Among these challenges, it has been increasingly
imperative for the business to sustain the growth
and margins through continuous process improvement, design & development and product innovation. Linen yarn will continue to be the one-stop
solution provider for all requirements in India by
offering a wide product portfolio to various
segments including knits, ethnic wear, and women’s
XFBSJODMVEJOHTBSFFT'PSUIFMJOFOGBCSJDQSPEVDU
range, we will be focusing on improvement in offerings in terms of ﬁnish, designs & colors in order to
maintain edge in the market. We are also ramping
up the linen fabric distribution networks through
geographical expansion by ﬁlling up any gaps in
trade and retail distribution. The business has
entered the ready to wear segment through Linen
Club Apparels. Wool business is focusing on the
core European market for growth in volume and also
protecting margin increasing value added products
like various wool blends with Cashmere etc. in the
product portfolio.

-Mr. S. Krishnamoorthy

ABOUT OUR
REPORTING

ABOUT REPORTING

OUR OPERATIONS AND
PRODUCTS
“Our vision is to be the leader
in domestic market in linen and
be the preferred choice
globally in wool business.”
Jaya Shree Textiles (JST), a unit of Aditya Birla Nuvo
Ltd. (a listed company), is a part of the Domestic
Textiles Business of US $ 41 Billion Aditya Birla
Group. It was incorporated in 1949 and has its only
manufacturing unit at Rishra in Hooghly district,
West Bengal, India. Reporting to the shareholders
is done once a year at the Annual General Meeting.
However, key shareholders are kept informed about
the developments in the business through quarterly

Board meetings. Close and personal interaction of
our senior management, and continuously improving business performance has helped us gain the
conﬁdence of our shareholders.
It is the largest integrated linen factory in the country with state-of-the-art facilities equipped with the
latest spinning, weaving and ﬁnishing system. It has
got four Strategic Business Units (SBUs) i.e. Linen
Spinning, Linen Fabric, Wool Combing and Worsted Spinning. All the four SBUs are driven by the
common goal of making the workplace a source of
creativity, innovation, and self-fulﬁllment for all
employees. JST has presence in six continents
having annual turnover of US $200 million.

FACTS ABOUT JST - JOURNEY SO FAR
1949

t +45XBTFTUBCMJTIFEJOUIFSVSBMEJTUSJDUPG3JTISBPG8FTU#FOHBM
t +45CFHJOTMJOFONBOVGBDUVSJOHBTJNQPSUTVCTUJUVUJPOGPSEFGFODFVTBHF

1961- 1990

t &YQFSJNFOUBUJPOQIBTF+45WFOUVSFTJOUPNBOZCVTJOFTTFTTVDIBT
cotton spinning, hose pipe manufacturing etc.
t  +BZB4ISFFEJWFSTJmFTJOUPBOPUIFSOBUVSBMMVYVSZmCSF8PPM
t POXBSET +45DIPPTFTUPJOWFTUBOEFYQBOEXIJMFJOEVTUSJFTJO
West Bengal were shutting down

1991- 2009

t $POTPMJEBUJPOQIBTF
t  XPPMDPNCJOHQMBOUXBTJOTUBMMFEXJUICBDLXBSEJOUFHSBUJPO
t $BQBDJUZXBTEPVCMFEBOEBVHNFOUFEGVSUIFSJOTVCTFRVFOU
years
t +45FYJUTOPODPSFCVTJOFTTFTMJLFDPUUPOTZOUIFUJDTQJOOJOH 
ﬁre hose pipes etc and focuses on two niche ﬁbre Wool and Linen
t TJHOJmDBOUJOWFTUNFOUTNBEFJODBQBDJUZFYQBOTJPOTBOENBSLFU
development in linen segment

2010 - 2015

t &YQBOTJPOPGMJOFOCVTJOFTT 1IBTF* UBLFOJO$VSSFOUMZQIBTF**
expansion is ongoing.
t %VSJOHUIJTQFSJPETBMFTHSFXCZUJNFTBOE&#*%5"HSFXCZ
times.

The company has always focussed on systems improvement and has established comprehensive standards in
2VBMJUZ &OWJSPONFOU )FBMUI4BGFUZBOE4PDJBM"DDPVOUBCJMJUZ
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ABOUT REPORTING

OUR BUSINESS

JST

Linen
Business

Linen
Yarn
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Wool
Business

Linen
Fabric

Wool
Tops

Worsted
Yarn

ABOUT REPORTING

LINEN BUSINESS
“Responsible Consumption
and Production pattern”
With global changes in ecosystem posing signiﬁcant challenges, we have engaged with our key
stakeholders and addressed these with innovative
solutions.

t .BYJNJ[JOH DPOUBJOFS MPBE JO JODPNJOH BOE
outgoing deliveries to reduce carbon footprint in
logistics.
t $SFBUJOHBTBGFBOEIZHJFOJDXPSLQMBDF

Our raw material “Dew retted ﬂax ﬁber“ has signiﬁcant positive impact on the ecosystem. It
consumes very less water during cultivation and
irrigation is not required. The retting process is done
in the ﬁeld amid humid condition created by natural
climate. Flax is also a leader in crop rotation and
helps fertilize soil for next crop.
In linen yarn manufacturing process, our philosophy
is responsible consumption and production
pattern. Over the past year, we focused on:
t 3FEVDJOH DPOTVNQUJPO PG SBX NBUFSJBMT CZ
improving material yield
t 3FEVDJOHDPOTVNQUJPOPGXBUFSJOUIFNBOVGBDturing through process modiﬁcation and investment in RO plants to reduce fresh water intake.
t 3FEVDJOH TUFBN DPOTVNQUJPO JO UIF NBOVGBDturing process.
t 8FBSFVTJOHNFUBMGSFFSFDZDMBCMFJUFNTJOPVS
packaging. We are recycling our packaging
material and also buying back plastic cones
from our customers wherever possible.
t 3FEVDJOHFMFDUSJDJUZDPOTVNQUJPOCZVTFPGIJHI
efﬁciency motors, using VFD in Humidiﬁcation
system.
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We aim to be a global leader in the category and all
our initiatives are aimed at enabling us to deliver
long term sustainable growth.
- Mr. D J Burman Ray
SBU Head – Linen Yarn

ABOUT REPORTING

VALUE CHAIN
Linen Fabric
Retail

Linen Fibre

Linen Yarn

Linen Fabric

Linen is a natural fabric produced from ﬁbres of ﬂax
QMBOU"ODJFOU&HZQUJBOTCFMJFWFEUIBUMJOFOXBTB
gift of the God and regarded it as sacred. Linen was
used in holy ceremonies and it was the only fabric
which leaders of worship were allowed to wear next
to their skin. It symbolizes cleanliness and purity
Linen is 100% natural with inherent properties such
as:
t "OUJCBDUFSJBMBOUJTUBUJD
t .PJTUVSFBCTPSQUJPONPSFUIBODPUUPO
t 67QSPUFDUJPO
t 5IFJOIFSFOUTUSFOHUIPG-JOFOZBSOSFEVDFTUIF
need for applied coatings. Linen is fully biodegradable and is now commonly recycled
t &DP'SJFOEMZ(SPXJOHnBYSFRVJSFTMJUUMFGFSUJMJ[FS
or pesticides (3 times less than wheat and 13
times less than potatoes, for instance)
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Linen Apparel

Retailing

JST being the largest integrated Linen manufacturJOH QMBOU JO *OEJB XJUI   TQJOEMFT BOE 
million meters fabric manufacturing capacity, has
state-of-the-art facilities and equipped with the
latest spinning, weaving and ﬁnishing system from
Switzerland, Germany, China, Russia, France,
Belgium and Italy.

ABOUT REPORTING

WOOL BUSINESS
“We owe our successes to a
strong people development
plan and a knowledge
management approach.”
We are striving towards our vision to be the
preferred choice globally in Wool business. We
have kept up with consistent performance and
continue to grow through plant up gradation and
technological innovations to improve both productivity, quality and increase market share of value
added products.
Under our business excellence framework the
“continual quality improvement” has been established as a value creation process in the organization to ensure that improvements are horizontally
deployed and the gains achieved are locked and
included in the relevant standards. The systems
implemented and the processes used to ensure
sustainability are:
t 3FTUSVDUVSJOHPGUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOXJUIBWJFXUP
leverage, synergise and ensure enhanced
collaboration.
t *OTUJUVUJPOBMJTBUJPO PG KPJOU NBSLFUJOH  QSPDVSFment and technical conferences. These have
helped us identify and share improvements as
well as carry out structured benchmarking of
operations in all areas.
t )PSJ[POUBMEFQMPZNFOUPGJNQSPWFNFOUQSPKFDUT

t i$POUJOVBM 2VBMJUZ *NQSPWFNFOUw $2*  JO BMM
value creation and support processes through
DPOTUBOUMZSPUBUJOHUIFi1%$"w QMBO EP DIFDL
and act) cycle.
t ,OPXMFEHF TIBSJOH QMBUGPSN DSFBUFE BDSPTT
units related to the wool business within the
Aditya Birla Group.
t 5IF 8PPM 5PQ QSPDFTT EFNBOET DPOTJEFSBCMF
water consumption and we are working continually to achieve reduction with innovative methodologies. At the same time steps are taken to
reduce energy and emission intensities.
Sustainability has always been our focus, and the
KPVSOFZPWFSUIFMBTUPOFZFBSIBTCFFOBOFYDJUJOH
one as we:
o Raised awareness on sustainability
o Integrated sustainability criteria in our continual
improvement programs
o Reviewed our policies and processes
o Deployed performance linked programs that
showcased our performance

t #FODINBSLJOH PG QFSGPSNBODF JOEJDBUPST 
setting norms, reviewing standards and revising
targets every year. Monthly variance in the form
PGHBJOMPTTJTNPOJUPSFECZUIFSFMFWBOUQSPDFTT
owners.

In the coming year we aim to

t 1FSJPEJD CFODINBSLJOH PG DPTU  RVBMJUZ BOE
service offerings with our competitors. These are
incorporated in our work plan to achieve further
improvements.

P &YQMPSF SFOFXBCMF FOFSHZ BT BO BMUFSOBUJWF 
waste management and occupational health
and safety.
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o Improve our performance in areas such as
energy, carbon mitigation and water to equivalent output.

ABOUT REPORTING

o Involve all our employees through capacity building, training them and bringing them to the forefront as we work on delivering solutions together
along with other stakeholders
The results we believe will build our resilience and
positively impact the organization’s future.

areas and fulﬁlling our social responsibility. In the
coming years we are keen to work with our suppliers and support them through awareness raising to
improve their performance on issues such safety,
human rights, and environmental preservation. We
hope our initiatives will motivate stakeholders to
drive change and create better future for the society
at large.

We, both at Jaya Shree Textiles as well as at the
Aditya Birla Group, have always worked towards
complying with the local laws and regulations in all
- Mr. Manmohan Singh
Head – Wool Business
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ABOUT REPORTING

VALUE CHAIN
Greasy
Wool

Wool Top

Worsted
Yarn

Worsted
Fabrics

Like Linen, Wool is also a niche luxury natural ﬁbre.
Over the years, Jaya Shree Textiles has become a
preferred supplier for Wool Tops and Worsted
Yarns. Today, JST is among the top ﬁve independent Wool Comber and Worsted Spinner in the
world.

Apparel

Retailing

P $PNCJOH DBQBDJUZ PG  .JMMJPO LHBOOVN
TVJUBCMFGPSQSPEVDJOH8FBWJOHBOE,OJU:BSOJO
BNJDSPOSBOHFGSPNUP
P 8PSTUFE 4QJOOJOH DBQBDJUZ   TQJOEMFT
IBWJOHDPVOUSBOHF/NUP/N

JST has state-of-the-art plant equipped with the
technology from New Zealand, France, Italy and
Germany.

FINANCIAL
Description

UOM

Linen Yarn

Linen Fabric

Wool Top

Worsted Yarn

7PMVNF
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Total Employee Strength – 3,774 (2014)

MARKET SUMMARY
Products

Major Export Markets

Major Domestic Markets

-JOFO:BSO

*UBMZ #FMHJVN ,PSFB

-FBEFSJO%PNFTUJD.BSLFU

-JOFO'BCSJD

&HZQU *UBMZ $PMPNCJB 4SJ-BOLB 
USA, Singapore, Greece

*5$ .BEVSB(BSNFOUT 3BZNPOE 0SJFOU$SBGU -FWJT $PMPVS1MVT 
Benetton, Gant

8PPM5PQT


*UBMZ 4,PSFBBOE*SBO


3FJE5BZMPS 0$.((4 %$8PPMMFO .FSJOP4IBXMT 
1VOKBC:BSO 8PPM$SBGU

8PSTUFE:BSO


*UBMZ 6, 4,PSFB "VTUSBMJB 
/FX;FBMBOEBOE+BQBO

3BZNPOE 4JZBSBN %JHKBN 3FMJBODF 3FJE5BZMPS 8PSTUFEXFBWFST
JO.VNCBJ LOJUUFSTBOE4IBXMNBOVGBDUVSFSJO1VOKBCBOE,"4).*3
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ABOUT REPORTING

AWARDS
t $**&BTUFSO3FHJPO2VBMJUZ"XBSEGPS
Most Signiﬁcant Improvement in TQM

LIST OF MEMBERSHIP/
ASSOCIATION
t $POGFEFSBUJPOPG*OEJBO*OEVTUSZ $**

t 4USPOH DPNNJUNFOU UP FYDFM PO UIF +PVSOFZ
UPXBSET #VTJOFTT &YDFMMFODF  $** &9*. #BOL
Award 2014

t /BUJPOBM4BGFUZ$PVODJM /4$

t $** &BTUFSO 3FHJPO 1SPEVDUJWJUZ "XBSET 2014 for Signiﬁcant Improvement in productivity

t '*&0

t 8JOOFS PG 1FSGPSNBODF &YDFMMFODF 5SPQIZ *O
*.$3BNBLSJTIOB#BKBK/BUJPOBM2VBMJUZ"XBSE 
JO  BOE BMTP JO  JO UIF -BSHF 4DBMF
Manufacturing Sector Category
t /BUJPOBM&OFSHZ$POTFSWBUJPO"XBSEJO
CZ(PWUPG*OEJB .JOJTUSZPG1PXFS
t 0JM(BT$POTFSWBUJPO"XBSEJOCZ.JOJTUSZPG1FUSPMFVNBOE/BUVSBM(BTFT
t (PMEFO1FBDPDL/BUJPOBM2VBMJUZ"XBSEo
in 2001 by Institute of Directors
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t */%64&OWJSPONFOUBM4FSWJDFT1WU-UE

t 8PPM*OEVTUSZ&YQPSU1SPNPUJPO$PVODJM
t )PPHIMZ$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDF
t &BTUFSO*OEJB5FYUJMFT.JMMT"TTPDJBUJPO &*5."
t 5IF#FOHBM$IBNCFSPG$PNNFSDF
t /PSUIFSO*OEJB5FYUJMF3FTFBSDI"TTPDJBUJPO
t -BCPVS-BX3FQPSUFS --3
There has been no signiﬁcant changes during the
reporting period with respect to the organization’s
size, structure, ownership or its supply chain.

ABOUT REPORTING

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
LINEN BUSINESS–
WHAT WE MAKE

Our products range from linen yarn to linen fabric
with applications across apparel, furnishing, knitting
and accessories.

JST has provided the evolving Indian fashion
industry with an international edge with its product portfolio containing 100 per cent pure linen
sourced from French and Belgium ﬂax.

JST is the pioneer in creating awareness about
Linen and Linen attributes in India with the launch
of "Linen Club" brand in India. The awareness
created among Indian consumers helped
national apparel brands to include and promote
linen in their portfolio.
Ready to wear linen fashion
JST markets linen products under the Brand name
“Linen Club” and continues to educate the Indian
consumers about the various attributes of linen
GBCSJD CFOFmUTPGUIFHFOVJOF&VSPQFBOMJOFO
manufactured by linen club. Later on it repositioned
the brand as a Lifestyle Brand.
+45 NBLFT  EFTJHOT FWFSZEBZ BHBJOTU 
designs in a month by competitors, to keep the
excitement going.

The Linen Fabric is sold through 20 distributors,
&YDMVTJWFi-JOFO$MVCw#SBOE0VUMFUTBOE_
.VMUJ#SBOE0VUMFUTJO*OEJB

Launched its own apparel Brand "Linen Club
Studio" in 2014 and continue to remain the
leader in premium linen Fabric in India
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$PNQBOZPQFSBUFTPWFS&YDMVTJWFi-JOFO$MVCw
Brand Outlets and these exclusive outlets have
helped in enhanced visibility of Linen Club brand
across the country.
Apart from the above, our fabric is available at
4000 + Multi Brand outlets across India.

ABOUT REPORTING

Linen Club recently announced its foray into apparels with the launch of its brand “ Linen Club Studio”.
The pure-linen collection for men encompasses
formal, casual and party-wear and is uniquely posiUJPOFE UP DBUFS UP UIF OFFET PG UIF BTQJSBUJPOBM 

fashion conscious buyer.
With the launch of Linen Club Studio – JST aims to
further its dominance in the linen textiles and
apparel markets.

New Products developed

New Blends

t 1SJOUTEPOFJOEJHJUBM SPUBSZBOETDSFFO

t Linen wool intimate

t 5SFOEJODPMMFDUJPO

t -JOFODPUUPO

t MJOFOKBDRVBSE

t -JOFOQPMZXPPM

t $PUUPOMJOFOKBDRVBSE

t -JOFOXPPMTJML

t %PVCMFDMPUI

t -JOFOTJML

t "MNVTDPMMFDUJPO &OHJOFFSFEQBUUFSOT

New Finishes:- &WFO BU UIF JOUSJDBUF TUBHFT PG
dyeing and ﬁnishing, new techniques are
continuously developed to add brighter colours
and more innovative textures to the ﬁnished
product, and topped off by the most delicate
ﬁnishing technology resulting in ﬂawless fabric in
over 3000 different weaves, textures and blends.

t 8IJUFGPSMJGF

WOOL BUSINESS – WHAT WE MAKE
Wool ﬁbre, derived from the fur of animals of the Caprinae
family, principally Sheep, is grown primarily in Australia, New
;FBMBOE "SHFOUJOB 4PVUI"GSJDB"VTUSBMJBONFSJOPXPPM
JODIFTJOMFOHUIBOEWFSZmOF JTDPOTJEFSFEUIFCFTU
JST sources merino wool and cashmere ﬁbre mainly from
Australia and South Africa. Our wool division produces both
100% wool and cashmere tops.
The wool tops and worsted yarn ﬁnds application in both
the apparel and knitting industry :
t Worsted industry -woven fabric used in Apparel, AccesTPSJFT)PNFUFYUJMFT
t ,OJUUJOHJOEVTUSZ,OJUZBSODPOWFSUFEUPLOJUHBSNFOUT 
innerwear, socks etc. We produce blends including
XPPMDBTINFSF BOE XPPM XJUI OZMPO  BDSZMJD MZDSB 
bamboo, viscose and antistatic blends.
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ABOUT REPORTING

WOOL TOPS, WORSTED YARN=

t 8PPM5PQTo8PPMJTHSBEFECBTFEPOJUTEJBNFUFSJONJDSPOTJF'JOF.JDSPO  .FEJVN
.JDSPO     'JOF DSPTTCSFE .JDSPO
     $PBSTF $SPTTCSFE .JDSPO
   5IF UPQT BSF VTFE DBQUJWF BOE UIF
balance sold.



t

7JHSPQSJOUFE

t 8PSTUFE:BSOo8PSTUFEZBSOJTTQVOGSPNXPPM
UPQTVTJOHUFDIOPMPHJFTGSPN'SBODF(FSNBOZ
BOEVTFEGPSXFBWJOH LOJUUJOH IPTJFSZVQIPMstery. A wide product range is offered viz.



t

&DSVPQUJPOTXPPMUPQTBSFDPOWFSUFEUP 
100% wool and blends with polyester for
specialty products like Siro Lycra, Slimlana
yarns amongst others.



t

$POWFOUJPOBM4JSPTQVO

t %FWFMPQFEmGUZWBMVFBEEFEQSPEVDUTEVSJOH':




t

4JOHMFUXJTUFE



t

$PSFTQVOBOEEZFETPMJET



t

.FMBOHF
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t 5IFWBMVFBEEFEQSPEVDUTIBWFCFFOEFWFMPQFE
in areas of blends with several yarns like
Bamboo, Mintval, specialty yarns like SiroFil and
Cashmere

ABOUT REPORTING

COMPLETE DISCLOSURE SCOPE AND BOUNDARY
This is our ﬁrst year of reporting and we are publishing the report as per the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) G4 guidelines. The report is compiled in
accordance with the Core Option of GRI we have
considered aspects relevant to our business. We
intend to publish this report annually.

This report covers information from the period
 "QSJM   UP  .BSDI   5IF JOGPSNBUJPO
includes overall performance results, targets, future
QMBOTDPMMFDUFEGSPN+45BU3JTISB ,PMLBUBXIJDIJT
the sole entity. The aspect boundary is limited to
PVSPQFSBUJPOTBU3JTISB ,PMLBUB

TRANSPARENT DISCLOSURE
- REPORTING PRINCIPLES
We are committed to measuring and reporting our
material, environmental and social aspects. In this
respect, we have conducted a materiality assessment under the guidance of external consultants
with management, internal and external stakeholders.
The identiﬁed issues were rated on a scale of 1 to 4
with following criteria:
1. *TTVFTUIBUBSFOPUJNQPSUBOUSFMFWBOUUPPSHBOJzation
2. Issues that can pose threat to upcoming regulations OR Issues that can result in cost savings or
competitive advantage
3. Issues that can result in operational discontinuity
OR Issues that can pose threat to brand reputation and goodwill
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4. Issues that can result in business discontinuity
OR Issues that can provide signiﬁcant business
opportunities.
The assessment included identiﬁcation and prioritization of issues that can pose risks to business and
stakeholder interests in the short and long term.
The quality of the report is deﬁned in such a manner
so as to ensure information presented to stakeholders is unbiased, comparable, accurate, reliable and
understandable.

Further, we have also made
efforts to introduce
sustainability context in various
material issues which
are highlighted in the report.

ABOUT REPORTING

CONFORMANCE
TO GRI
In accordance with the GRI G4 reporting framework, we describe our approach for identifying and
responding to our most material economic, social
and environmental issues within the contents of this
report. Our report is aligned with the ABG sustainability framework that we have adopted voluntarily.

ABG SUSTAINABILITY
FRAMEWORK:

4UBLFIPMEFS&OHBHFNFOU
To understand the external changes that will inevitably impact our companies in the future and this step
PG UIF NPEFM JT DBMMFE i4UBLFIPMEFS &OHBHFNFOU
Our goal is to build strong relationships with our
stakeholders and key technical experts on climate
change, water and waste management, developments in human rights legislation, safety standards,
health impacts and the like.

'VUVSF1SPPmOH

Responsible Stewardship
Focus on how we manage today and our goal is to
build a framework of policies, technical and management standards aligned to international stanEBSET BT EFmOFE CZ UIF *'$  0&$%  6/($  *40
and OSHAS. By introducing these standards into
our systems we will manage our operations in the
most responsible manner.

1. RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP
Create a Framework to help us
move to international Standards

We will embed sustainability trends into our strategic business plans to minimise the risks and ﬁnd
new opportunities that will be presented by the
requirements of a sustainable planet and society by
BOEBOENBLFPVSCVTJOFTTFTTVTUBJOable.

2. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Knowledge to understand how fast things will
change & where disruptions will occur

3. FUTURE PROFFING INCLUDING OUR SUPPLY CHAIN
A plan to create and share stakeholder value so we stay ahead of
the Major Trend Curves - Roadmaps for Products,Energy, Water,
Wase, Human Rights, H&S, Biodiversity, Suppliers, New Business,
Technologies, etc.

All impact boundaries are global and apply to JST unless otherwise stated
throughout the content of this report.
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ENABLERS AND
GOVERNANCE

ENABLERS AND GOVERNANCE

“Making continual attempts to transform ourselves
to build a sustainable future.”
At JST, the aspirations and concerns of our diverse
stakeholders shape our agenda as much as any
business decision. Everyone we deal with viz. our
customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders,
partners, elected representatives, regulators, NGOs
and the media expects JST to act responsibly and
with integrity at all times. Disclosing ﬁnancial results
alone are not enough: the societies and

communities within which we operate, want the
company to focus on enhancing lives and
livelihoods, by delivering both ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial value to all stakeholders. We are
aware that overlooking this expectation would risk
undermining our prospects for long-term value
creation. We have thus embraced “sustainability”
asone of our core business values.

HAWK EYE ON SUSTAINABILITY
GOVERNANCE
“BEING the change to SEE the change”
In order to drive towards a sustainable future, a
strong, responsive and all inclusive governance
structure needs to be in place. Balancing value and
caring for the environment and society is primarily
steered by our board. JST is committed to the
adoption of best governance practices and adhering to it in the true spirit. Our governance practices
are a product of the culture of trusteeship deeply
ingrained in our value system and reﬂected in our
strategic thought process.
At a macro level, our governance philosophy rests
on ﬁve basic tenets
t #PBSEBDDPVOUBCJMJUZUP+45BOEUIFTIBSFIPMEers
t 4USBUFHJD HVJEBODF BOE FGGFDUJWF NPOJUPSJOH CZ
the Board
t 1SPUFDUJPOPGNJOPSJUZJOUFSFTUTBOESJHIUT
t &RVJUBCMFUSFBUNFOUPGBMMTUBLFIPMEFST
t 5SBOTQBSFODZBOEUJNFMZEJTDMPTVSFT
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The company, as a continuous process, strengthFOT UIF RVBMJUZ PG EJTDMPTVSFT XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF
Board composition and functioning, remunerations
paid and level of compliance with various Corporate
Governance Codes to the extent practicable and
SFRVJSFECZBQQMJDBCMFSFHVMBUJPOT

ENABLERS AND GOVERNANCE

JST has following committees in board
t
3JTLDPNNJUUFF

The Board
In the year 2013 -14, JST’s Board (The Board of
Aditya Birla Nuvo Limited) comprised of 11 directors
as follows:

t

$PNNJUUFFBHBJOTUTFYVBMIBSBTTNFOU

t

4BGFUZDPNNJUUFF $BOUFFODPNNJUUFF

Name

Roles

Mr. Kumar Mangalam Birla

Chairman

t

4PMFCBSHBJOJOHDPVODJM6OJPODPNNJUUFF

.ST3BKBTISFF#JSMB

Non Executive

t

*OGPSNBUJPO4FDVSJUZDPNNJUUFF

.S1.VSBSJ

Non Executive

Mr. S.C. Bhargava

Non Executive

.S(1(VQUB

Non Executive

.S#3(VQUB

Non Executive

.T5BSKBOJ7BLJM

Non Executive

Mr. LalitNaik

Managing Director

Mr. Sushil Agarwal

WTD & CFO

Name

Designation

Mr. T. Chattopadhyay

Nominee Director

Mr. S. Krishnamoorthy

Chairman

%S3BLFTI+BJO

Managing Director
(till 30th June 2014)

The board provides the oversight to environmental,
social and economoic performance of the
organisation and oversees upholding a broad set of
governance principles, delegating management
authority to the Chief Executive within the deﬁned
limits. All business decisions are taken in a
participative manner with the involvement of teams
rather than individuals. This transparent work
culture has made us an organization where there
are no instances of irregularity. This is evident from
the fact that all our key customers, key suppliers,
shareholders and also the employees have a strong
faith in the organization and are continuing to grow
with us.
The board reviews key risks including risks arising
from imperatives of sustainable development and
how they are managed. The management
exercises risk management through appropriate
internal controls and periodically reports to the
board.
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JST has a sustainability subcommittee consisting of
the following team members which works with the
textile sustainability committee and who in turn
works with the apex sustainability council of the
textile, acrylic ﬁbre and the overseas spinning
business:
JST Sustainability Committee

Mr. Manmohan Singh

Head – Wool Business

.S77BSBEIBSBKBO


$'0%PNFTUJD5FYUJMFT
7JDF1SFTJEFOU

.S%+#VSNBO3PZ

7JDF1SFTJEFOUo
Linen Spinning

.S4VCPEI%BHB

7JDF1SFTJEFOUo
Worsted Spinning

.S+BTWJOEFS,BUBSJB

7JDF1SFTJEFOUo
Linen Fabric

.S.BOPK.BSEB

7JDF1SFTJEFOUo
Wool Tops

.S4BOEFFQ#IBUUBDIBSZB


4S7JDF1SFTJEFOUo
)3*3

.S3BKFTI,BQPPS

)FBE1SPKFDUT
Sustainability Champion

.S#JOPE4JOHI

"TTJTUBOU7JDF1SFTJEFOUo
Engineering

.S"OBOUI7FOLBUFTBO


(FOFSBM.BOBHFSo
'JOBODJBM1MBOOJOH
Analysis (Textiles)

.S1JOBLJ4FOHVQUB

4FDSFUBSZo%FQVUZ(FOFSBM
Manager – Business
Excellence




ENABLERS AND GOVERNANCE

SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
Business Head
#3  %.2
"G@HQR ODW"NTMBHK

APEX
SUSTAINABILITY
COUNCIL

q Vision
q /NKHBX2SQ@SDFX
 #DUDKNOLDMS
q/DQENQL@MBD
 ,NMHSNQHMF
 1DONQSHMF

q &THC@MBD
 #HQDBSHNM

SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITTEES
AT EACH UNIT

CEO – Overseas
Spinning

q 2DSFN@KR
 @MC
 S@QFDSR

q 1DONQSNM
 CDKHUDQXNEFN@KR
 @MCS@QFDSR
WORK STREAM
1. Economic
2. Environmental
3. Social

This institutional mechanism is the main enabler for driving sustainability practice and performancewithin the group. Besides, we have
deployed comprehensive set of enablers that drive sustainability:
DRIVING SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability
Information
Management System
(SIMS)

Risk Management
Framework

Sustainability
Advisory
Committee

Integrated
Management Systems
(IMS)

Enablement
through
Enablon

Integrating
sustainability risks
with existing risk
framework

Formation of
sustainability advisory
committee with
external experts

ISO -14001,
OHSAS-18001,
ISO-50001,
SA-8000

CSO/ Sustainability
Champion

CSO/ Sustainability
Champion

CSO/ Sustainability
Champion

CSO/ Sustainability
Champion

We want sustainability to be integrated with different functions of our
business. But in the short term, a separate identity is being
maintained for focus and emphasis. Many aspects are already
integrated with existing functions.
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ENABLERS AND GOVERNANCE

THE TEN WORKING GROUPS -

‘MISSION TEAMS’ DRIVING SUSTAINABILITY ACROSS THE TEXTILES,
ACRYLIC FIBRE & OVERSEAS SPINNING BUSINESSES
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ENERGY & CARBON

WASTE MANAGEMENT

CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP

WATER & EFFLUENT

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY

SOCIAL & LABOUR

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

COMPLIANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT
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OUR VALUES STEER
OUR CONDUCT

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

CODE OF CONDUCT
"Integrity, trust, fairness and honesty are the basics
that guide our strategies”
We voluntarily follow the Code of Conduct
outlined by Aditya Birla Group. The Code of
Conduct, which incorporates the Business Principles, is our central guidance document for
norms of behaviour.

INTEGRITY

SEAMLESSNESS

Acting and taking decisions in a
manner that is fair and honest.
Following the highest standards of
professionalism and being
recognised for doing so. Integrity for
us means not only ﬁnancial and
intellectual integrity, but
encompasses all other forms as are
generally understood.

Thinking and working together
across functional groups,
hierarchies, businesses and
geographies. Leveraging diverse
competencies and perspectives to
garner the beneﬁts of synergy while
promoting organisational unity
through sharing and collaborative
efforts.

COMMITMENT

SPEED

On the foundation of Integrity, doing
all that is needed to deliver value to
all stakeholders. In the process,
being accountable for our own
actions and decisions, those of our
team and those in the part of the
organisation for which we are
responsible.

Responding to internal and external
customers with a sense of urgency.
Continuously striving to ﬁnish before
deadlines and choosing the best
rhythm to optimise organisational
efﬁciencies.

PASSION
An energetic, intuitive zeal that arises
from emotional engagement with the
organisation that makes work joyful
and inspires each one to give his or
her best. A voluntary, spontaneous
and relentless pursuit of goals and
objectives with the highest level of
energy and enthusiasm.
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Under our governance system we consider
employees, suppliers, community, and our creditors our stakeholders and their legal rights are
protected and treated with care. The detailed
information is provided to shareholders on
company’s performance by way of Director’s
report.
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OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL
MECHANISMS
We recognize that a strong grievance redressal
mechanism contributes to effective management and strengthening of the stakeholder
engagement.
We have adopted a grievance policy which
deﬁnes the formal grievance procedure for all
stakeholders.
Our well deﬁned “Principles and the Code of
Conduct” document associated with a redressal
mechanism is simple and allows all employees
to report any misconduct to the Business Head
of the organization, maintaining full conﬁdentiality. The business decisions are taken by the
group of people and not by individuals as a part
of our participative management work culture.
This completely ensures that all transactions
with stakeholders are done with the highest level
of honesty and in line with ABG moral and ethical
business principles and values.
We are in the process of deploying a more
robust stakeholder grievance mechanism that
can be extended to all stakeholders. We aim to
deploy the same next year. Currently there are
no pending grievances.
Grievance Areas

Labour Practices

Number of grievances
identiﬁed, addressed
and resolved
10

Environment

0

Society

1

Human Rights

0
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THE WHISTLE BLOWER
We have also formulated a “whistle blower
policy” to encourage all employees to fearlessly
raise in case they spot any violation of “ABG
Values” and “Code of Conduct”, misuse of
company’s property, mismanagement or
wrongful conduct prevailing in the company. The
policy ensures that the whistle blower’s identity is
protected.
Things that the whistle blower can notify JST
about:
t 7JPMBUJPOPGBOZMBXPSSFHVMBUJPOT
t $PSSVQUJPO CSJCFSZ UIFGU GSBVE DPFSDJPOBOE
wilful omission
t $POnJDUPGJOUFSFTU

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

t 1SPDVSFNFOUGSBVET

t 6OPGmDJBM VTF PG DPNQBOZT NBUFSJBMIVNBO
assets

t .JTNBOBHFNFOU HSPTTXBTUBHF
t "DUJWJUJFTWJPMBUJOHDPNQBOZQPMJDJFT
t .BOJQVMBUJPOPGDPNQBOZEBUB
t %BOHFSUPQVCMJDIFBMUIBOETBGFUZ
t 4UFBMJOH DBTIDPNQBOZ BTTFUT MFBLJOH
conﬁdential information
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t "CVTFPGBVUIPSJUZ %JTDSJNJOBUJPO

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

POSITIVE COMPLIANCE
“Our robust systems also safeguard our preparedness to go
beyond meeting compliance
and manage potential risks”.
.FFUJOH BMM BQQMJDBCMF SFRVJSFNFOUT UP BDIJFWF
compliance is one of the key focus areas of our
organization. We have been giving meeting all
applicable laws and regulations with the utmost
priority.
Our management systems, periodic audits ensure
that we review and comply our list of legal
SFRVJSFNFOUT 8F BSF NBJOUBJOJOH B USBDLJOH
system which has:

ISSUES THAT
MATTER
We focus our sustainability activities and reporting on the
issues of greatest concern to
JST and our stakeholders.
We engaged with our Sustainability Apex Council,
management
team,
employees,
suppliers,
customers and community to obtain feedback
andfeed into the process to identify issues that are
material to JST.
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i. Allapplicable laws listed
ii. Assigned person responsible along with actions
UIBUBSFSFRVJSFEUPCFUBLFO
As a part of a risk assessment to ensure that we
meet compliance not only in country of our
operations but also in those countries where our
products are exported, we track product safety
legislations of those countries where standards
such as Oeko-Tex are not prevalent.
For FY15, there have been no ﬁnes or sanctions
imposed on JST for non-compliance of laws and
regulations.

MATERIALITY MATRIX
t 8F VTFE B ANBUFSJBMJUZ NBUSJY TFF
below) to map the issues that our stakeholders are most concerned about
against those that have the biggest
ﬁnancial or operational impact on our
business.
t 8FUIFOBQQMJFEUIFNBUFSJBMJUZQSJODJQMF
to each key issue to help us identify and
prioritise the most signiﬁcant aspects.
t 5P DSFBUF UIF NBUSJY  XF VTFE B UPPM
developed by our consultants speciﬁcally for the textile industry combined
with JST’s own criteria to assess and
RVBOUJGZSJTL

OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

The word cloud below shows our most material issues based on our assessment in April 2014.

Materials Energy Compliance
Overall

Emissions Water

Transport

Supplier
Environmental
Assessment

$ElTDMSR6@RSD Labelling
Environmental Grievance
Mechanisms "TRSNLDQ'D@KSG

Marketing communication

Safety "TRSNLDQ

+@ANTQ,@M@FDLDMS
Compliances Privacy
1DK@SHNMR
3Q@HMHMF
$CTB@SHNM

#HUDQRHSX$PT@K
.OONQSTMHSX

Occupational Health & Safety

2TOOKHDQ Equal Remuneration for
&QHDU@MBD
RRDRRLDMS Men & Women ,DBG@MHRL

Human Rights Economic

Performance

Market Presence
Indirect Economic Impact /QNBTQDLDMS

/Q@BSHBDR

All aspects are material except biodiversity as the unit location Rishra does not fall under an ecologically
sensitive zone.
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OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

POLICIES
Our policies help to ensure that our Business Principles are put into practice in our day-to-day
actions. In our policy articulation, we follow positive
compliance with applicable regulations and good
JOEVTUSZ QSBDUJDFT FYUFOE PVS SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ UP
WBMVFDIBJOFOHBHFBOEDPDSFBUFXJUITUBLFIPME-

Title

ers and apply precautionary approach to all decisions pertaining to our stakeholders and the environment.
The summary of our key policies, addressing these
material issues are presented below:

Elements Addressed

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY



t
t
t



t





t
t
t

1PTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
&OWJSPONFOUBMNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFN
$POTFSWFNBUFSJBMT 6TFSFOFXBCMFBOESFDZDMFE
materials and Pollution Prevention
8BTUFQSFWFOUJPO SFEVDUJPO SFVTF SFDZDMFBOE
disposal
&OHBHFXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
&YUFOEFOWJSPONFOUBMDBSFUPTVQQMJFST
5SBOTQBSFODZBOEEJTDMPTVSF

ENERGY AND CARBON POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1PTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
3FEVDFUIFFOFSHZJOUFOTJUZBOEDBSCPOGPPUQSJOU
*ODSFBTFVTFPGSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZXJUIJOPVSPQFSBUJPOT
1SPNPUFSFTFBSDIBOEEFWFMPQNFOUGPSMPXDBSCPOTPMVUJPOT
$POUJOVBMMZJNQSPWFFOFSHZBOEDBSCPONBOBHFNFOU
&OHBHFXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
.POJUPS NFBTVSFBOESFQPSUFOFSHZVTBHFBOEDBSCPOFNJTTJPOT

SAFETY POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOTBGFBOEIFBMUIZXPSLFOWJSPONFOU
4IBSFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSTBGFUZBNPOHTUFNQMPZFFT
3BJTFTBGFUZBXBSFOFTT
&OHBHFXJUIBMMTUBLFIPMEFST
*OnVFODFPVSDPOUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
$POUJOVBMMZJNQSPWFTBGFUZQFSGPSNBODFPGPVSQSPEVDUT
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

HEALTH POLICY






t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOIFBMUIZXPSLFOWJSPONFOU
3BJTFQSFWFOUJWFIFBMUIBXBSFOFTT
&OHBHFXJUISFMFWBOUTUBLFIPMEFST
*OnVFODFPVSDPOUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
.JOJNJTFOFHBUJWFIFBMUIJNQBDUTPGQSPEVDUT
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

BIO DIVERSITY POLICY

t








t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOQPTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODFXIJMFQMBOOJOH
and executing projects and in operations
.BOBHFFGmDJFOUVTFPGCJPMPHJDBMSFTPVSDFT
.JOJNJ[FBOENJUJHBUFJNQBDUT
*ODSFBTFHSFFODPWFS
4VQQMJFSTJNQBDUPOCJPEJWFSTJUZBOEDSVFMUZUPBOJNBMT
&OHBHFJOUFSOBMMZBOEFYUFSOBMMZXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

WATER STEWARDSHIP POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOQPTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF


.BOBHFFGmDJFOUVTFPGXBUFSSFTPVSDFCZSFEVDJOH SFDZDMJOHBOESFVTJOHXBUFS
.JOJNJ[FBOENJUJHBUFJNQBDUTPOXBUFSTPVSDFTBOESFDFJWJOHCPEJFT
$POUJOVBMMZJNQSPWFXBUFSGPPUQSJOUNBOBHFNFOU
&OHBHFJOUFSOBMMZBOEFYUFSOBMMZXJUITUBLFIPMEFST
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF
.POJUPS NFBTVSFBOESFQPSUXBUFSVTBHFBOEFGnVFOUEJTDIBSHFT
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OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

Title

Elements Addressed

QUALITY POLICY





t
t
t
t
t

.BJOUBJOQPTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODF
2VBMJUZNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFN
3FHVMBSDVTUPNFSFOHBHFNFOU GFFECBDLHBUIFSJOH
&OHBHFDPOUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
"DUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY

t






t
t
t
t

)VNBOSJHIUTJODMVEJOHOPOEJTDSJNJOBUJPO QSPIJCJUJPOPGDIJME
and forced labor, and freedom of association and the right to engage
in collective bargaining
3FTQFDUUIFDVTUPNTBOEWBMVFT
1SPWJTJPOPGTFDVSJUZJOLFFQJOHXJUIUIFMBXT
%JTDMPTVSFUPSFMFWBOUTUBLFIPMEFST
1SPUFDUJPOPG8IJTUMFCMPXFST

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT POLICY

t







t
t
t
t
t

&OHBHFNFOUQSPDFTTFTTQFDJmDUPFBDITUBLFIPMEFSHSPVQ 
that is inclusive, material and responsive
*OGPSN FODPVSBHFBOECVJMEDBQBDJUZ
%FMJOFBUFTDPQFBOENPEFPGFOHBHFNFOU
*OUFHSBUFTUBLFIPMEFSFOHBHFNFOU
3FWJFXNFDIBOJTN
$PNNVOJDBUFUPTUBLFIPMEFST

SUPPLY CHAIN AND PROCUREMENT POLICY






t
t
t
t
t
t

4DSFFOBOEFWBMVBUFOFXBOEFYJTUJOHTVQQMJFST
/PUPMFSBODFUPDIJMEMBCPVS GPSDFEMBCPVS OPOEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
1FSJPEJDBVEJUTPGTVQQMJFS
#VJMEBOEFOIBODFUIFDBQBDJUJFT
1SFGFSSFOFXBCMFPSSFDZDMFENBUFSJBMT
(SJFWBODFBOEXIJTUMFCMPXFSNFDIBOJTNTGPSTVQQMJFST

TRANSPORTATION POLICY







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

$PNQMJBODFXJUITBGFUZFNJTTJPOT PGBMMWFIJDMFT PXOFEPSDPOUSBDUFE
.JOJNJ[FUSBOTQPSUBUJPOBOEDIPTFNPEF
1FSJPEJDBVEJU
5SBJOJOHUPESJWFST
3JHIUJOGPSNBUJPO
7JEFPDPOGFSFODJOHBOEPUIFSNPEFT
(SJFWBODFTPGUIFDPNNVOJUJFT

PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP POLICY






t
t
t
t
t
t

1PTJUJWFMFHBMDPNQMJBODFUPQSPEVDUIFBMUI TBGFUZBOEFOWJSPONFOU
1SPEVDUTUFXBSETIJQQSBDUJDFT
-JGFDZDMFBTTFTTNFOU
&OHBHFXJUITUBLFIPMEFSTBDSPTTQSPEVDUWBMVFDIBJO
3FDZDMJOHPGPVSQSPEVDUT
%JTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOPGQSPEVDUT

SECURITY POLICY








t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1IZTJDBMBOEJOGPSNBUJPOTFDVSJUZ
%FUFSSFODF JOUSVTJPOEFUFDUJPOBOEBDDFTTDPOUSPMT
4IBSFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
3BJTFTFDVSJUZBXBSFOFTT
4FDVSJUZQSBDUJDFTJOLFFQJOHXJUIIVNBOSJHIUTBOESJHIUUPJOGPSNBUJPO
$POUSBDUPSTBOETVQQMJFST
1SPUFDUUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPGDVTUPNFSTBOETVQQMJFST
$PNNVOJDBUFBOEEJTDMPTF

SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1SPIJCJUJPOPGDIJMEBOEGPSDFEMBCPVS
1SPIJCJUJPOPGIBSBTTNFOUPSBCVTF
1SPIJCJUJPOPGEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
6OGBJSXPSLJOHIPVST
8BHFT CFOFmUTBOEMFBWF
&OWJSPONFOU IFBMUIBOETBGFUZ
'SFFEPNPGBTTPDJBUJPO
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OUR VALUES STEER OUR CONDUCT

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
JST attaches great importance to scientiﬁc manufacturing
NBOBHFNFOU  RVBMJUZ BTTVSBODF  FOWJSPONFOUBM QSPUFDtion, occupational health and safety along with social
BDDPVOUBCJMJUZ BOE &OFSHZ .BOBHFNFOU +45 IBT CFFO
awarded with the following certiﬁcations: ISO 9001:2008
*40 0)4"4 4" 
ISO 50001:2011.
Com
mi
tm
en
t

In
t

ity
gr
r
e
Value for
Customers

Sustainable
Future

Outstanding
Results

Aditya Birla
Business
Excellence
Framework

Agility
Visionary
Leadership

The backbone of all such systems is the World Class
.BOVGBDUVSJOH  #VTJOFTT &YDFMMFODF NPEFM XIJDI JT
calibrated in synergy with company’s objectives and
perform.

Organisational
Capability

Creativity &
Innovation

Pass
ion

eed
Sp

Harness
People
Talent

Seamlessness

IT PLATFORM
8FIBWFJOJUJBUFE&OBCMPO4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ &)4BOE0QFSBUJPOBM3JTL.BOBHFNFOU4PGUXBSF*UIBTCFFO
primarily deployed to:

.BOBHJOH0QFSBUJPOBM
Risks
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Improving Sustainability
Performance

Stakeholder engagement

RESPONSIBLE
STEWARDSHIP

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

MESSAGE FROM HEAD PROJECTS & SUSTAINABILITY
“Think about tomorrow, today”
We as ABG employees and particularly the domestic textile business have adopted the sustainability
framework in line with the Group’s vision of building
a business that can survive & thrive as the world
changes.
Our sustainability framework is built on 3 pillars
namely:
t RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP - Increasing
control over our operations and people to
reduce our impacts on the planet and society.
t STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT - Understanding the issues, speciﬁcally the externalities
that will impact our business in the future.
t FUTURE PROOFING - Creating a sustainable
strategic plan which enables us to take advantage of the planetary and social changes coming
our way. Innovation and disruption are critical
aspects of such a plan.
Based on these pillars we plan to build a sustainable business sustainable. So what we mean by
sustainable business is:

t 5P CF MFHBMMZ DPNQMJBOU BOE NFFU JOUFSOBUJPOBM
sustainability standards (assured internally &
externally for existing operations & new
projects.)
t 5P IBWF TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ DPOTJEFSBUJPOT GVMMZ
integrated into all decision making processes.
t 5P CF JO UIF VQQFS RVBSUJMF WFSTVT DPNQFUJUPST
for key GRI indicators including safety, health,
water, energy, emissions, biodiversity and
human rights performance)
t 5P JNQMFNFOU QSPHSBNNFT UP JNQSPWF TVQQMZ
chain performance to ABG standards.
t 5PIBWFBUBSHFUGPSJODMVEJOHSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZ
as a percentage of its energy matrix to be set.
Our journey to integrate sustainability and drive
innovation is guided by a robust sustainability
framework of our business head’s ofﬁce, who, also
heads the Apex Sustainability Council which meets
PODFFWFSZRVBSUFS"UUIFTFDPOEMFWFMJTUIF4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ $PNNJUUFF o%PNFTUJD 5FYUJMF #VTJOFTT
which meets once every two months. And third
MFWFM JT +45 4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ &YFDVUJPO $PNNJUUFFT
which meets every month to review the action plan.
8FBSFVTJOHUIF&OBCMPOTZTUFNBTBO*OUFHSBUFE
Sustainability Management Platform for our online
sustainability reporting. We have completed
Phase-I of the module covering Incidence & Performance Management system and working for
Phase-II.
We are also working on the Higg index which
provides a widespread, industry standard for measuring, tracking and improving natural resource use
and social working conditions in the apparel and
GPPUXFBS WBMVF DIBJO 5IF *OEFY BTLT QSBDUJDFCBTFE RVBMJUBUJWFRVFTUJPOTUPHBVHFFOWJSPONFOtal sustainability performance and drive behavior for
improvement. At present we have implemented the
&OWJSPONFOUBOE4PDJBM-BCPVSNPEVMFBUGBDJMJUZ
level and working on Brand Module for all our units.
- Mr. Rajesh Kapoor
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GREENER AND CLEANER
FUTURE
We Value and Care for the
Environment
5IF DMPUIJOH BOE UFYUJMF NBOVGBDUVSJOH JOEVTUSZT
potential to impact the environment is considered
NPEFSBUF8FBU+45SFDPHOJ[FUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZUP
monitor, manage and reduce our environmental
impacts.
"U +45  XF BJN UP NJOJNJ[F UIF FOWJSPONFOUBM
footprint of our operations to enable us to do more
with less: less energy, less carbon, less waste and
less use of resources. Since inception, we have
strived to follow high standards of environmental
excellence and work towards to integrating
environmental concerns into all business decision.

We have prepared a roadmap for sustainability, in which
a greener and cleaner future is a critical component.
Processes and plans to achieve “Greener and Cleaner
future” is built into our existing management systems.
We continuously monitor relevant performance
indicators through our sustainability dashboard, the
TBNFJTSFWJFXFECZUIF"1&9DPVODJM
As a part of these, we have also undertaken
sustainability projects to:
t 3FEVDFFOFSHZDPOTVNQUJPO
t *NQSPWFFOFSHZFGmDJFODZBOESFEVDFPVSFNJTTJPOT
t .BOBHFPVSXBTUFBOEXBTUFXBUFS
t *NQSPWFPVSXBUFSJOUFOTJUZ

ENERGY AND
CARBON
Energy Conservation and
Mitigating Climate Change go
together
Rising energy costs and the energy intensive nature
of our products has driven us to explore and implement energy efﬁciency measures, this is a continuous process and targets for energy intensity
improvements are deﬁned on yearly basis and are
part of the sustainability dash board.
5IFSFIBTCFFOBNBSHJOBMJODSFBTFJOUIFFOFSHZ
intensity in FY15 over the previous year due to
increase in production of both linen and worsted
yarn and change in product mix. However due to a
concerted effort by the energy conservation cell, we
have identiﬁed energy saving opportunities resulting
in increased energy savings over previous years
and maintaining energy intensity per ton of product.
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 FY 14
 FY 15

Diesel (Lit)

LPG (kg)

Total Energy
Consumption
(GJ)

67.68

67.35
Electricity
Consumption
(MWh)

614.34

643,463

598,972

3181.6
Furnace oil
(Lit)

37.62

33.44
Coal (MT)

77,406.95

69,574.97

55,763

67,811

762,090
17,006.11

15,418

409,630

Energy Consumption within the organization

Energy
Intensity
(GJ/MT)

Energy
reductions
(GJ)

5IFEBUBSFQSFTFOUTUIFFOFSHZDPOTVNQUJPOBUUIFNBOVGBDUVSJOHVOJU5IFDPOWFSTJPOGBDUPSTVTFEGPSDBMDVMBUJPOTBSFCBTFEPOUIFHSPTTDBMPSJmDWBMVFTPGGVFMTBOEDPOTVNQUJPO5PUBMFOFSHZ
DPOTVNQUJPO&OFSHZDPOTVNQUJPOGPS$PBM 'VSOBDF0JM -1( %JFTFM 1VSDIBTFE&MFDUSJDJUZ&OFSHZSFEVDUJPOTJTDBMDVMBUFECBTFEPOFOFSHZTBWJOHTBDIJFWFEEVFUPUIFQSPKFDUTJNQMFNFOUFEJO
FY15.

5IFQSPEVDUJPOPGMJOFOZBSOBOEGBCSJDDPOTVNFT
IJHI BNPVOU PG FOFSHZ &MFDUSJDJUZ DPOTVNQUJPO JT
the main contributor and the resultant consumption
froms of non-renewable energy resources, this
validates and highlights the importance of our
ongoing investment in energy efﬁciency projects.
Some of the key energy saving projects
implemented in FY 2015 were as follows:
t 4UVEZPGTUFBNDPOTVNQUJPOJOTDPVSJOH
t 3FQMBDFNFOUPG.78BUUTUSFFUMJHIUmUUJOHT
XJUI-&%MJHIU
t 3FQMBDFNFOUPGBJSDPOEJUJPOQMBOUPG53
t )FBU SFDPWFSZ GSPN FGnVFOU ESBJO PG 'JCSF EZF
house
t 5P SFEVDF TUFBN DPOTVNQUJPO CZ QSPDFTT
modiﬁcation
We understand our contribution and impact on
climate and have aligned our existing processes
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and initiatives to improve our carbon footprint. We
have undertaken projects over the last two years
towards that direction, such as energy saving
initiatives to reduce the energy consumption, and
will continue to do so.
Management and monitoring of our energy
performance is critical, we have developed a
technology roadmap wherein we have budgeted
investments and planned projects that will help
improve our energy intensity and also explore
investments in renewable. It will also help us reduce
PVS EFQFOEFODF PO GPTTJM GVFMT -POH UFSN
sustainability was one of the key criteria while
designing the projects. A number of projects have
been identiﬁed and will beimplemented in FY 16.
We are constantly reviewing our energy
performance and mapping the energy scenario,
aligning it to our growth strategy, with signiﬁcant
projects accomplished in FY15, we have achieved
BOFOFSHZTBWJOHPG(+ZFBS

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

CARBON
We Strive to Control Emissions
from our Operations
We understand our contribution and impact on
climate and have aligned our existing processes and
initiatives to improve our energy performance. Our
priority is to manage CO2 emission from our
operations. We are doing this by

t *OWFTUJOHJONPSFFGmDJFOUUFDIOPMPHJFT
t &YQMPSJOH JOOPWBUJWF TPMVUJPOT UIBU SFEVDF BOE
mitigate CO2 emissions from our operations.
t 4FUUJOH UBSHFUT UP SFEVDF FNJTTJPOT JO 4DPQFT
1&2, we are doing this by: Investing in greener
and cleaner technologies
t 8PSLJOHUPXBSETSFEVDUJPOJOPVSFNJTTJPOTJO
Scope 3 by:
P &RVJQQJOH PVS PGmDFT XJUI TUBUFPGUIFBSU
technology thus enabling our employees to
communicate and work together through
voice, video and web-based conferencing
programmes.
P 0QUJNJ[JOH MPBEJOH DBQBDJUZ GPS JOCPVOE 
outbound logistics for transportation of
supplied and ﬁnished goods
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11.08
11.3

140

725

98,538
107,885

GHG Emissions
57,051
63,474

44,411

0WFS  PG PVS FNJTTJPOT BSF GSPN GPTTJM GVFM
generated electricity. Given the ﬁnite nature of fossil
fuels and its impact on the environment we are
aware of the need to invest in renewables. We are
hence be exploring the feasibility of procuring
FMFDUSJDJUZ GSPN SFOFXBCMF TPVSDFT 5IJT JODMVEFT
exploring use of installation of solar panels on the
roofs.

 FY 14
FY 15
41,486

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Scope 2
Total
Scope 1
GHG Emission GHG Intensity
(tCO2/ton of
(tCO2/year) (tCO2/year) Emissions Reduction
(tCO2/year) (tCO2/year)
Product)
5IFmHVSFTNFOUJPOFEBSFGPSNBOVGBDUVSJOHVOJU

We have considered 2014 as base year for GHG
JOWFOUPSJ[BUJPO5IFUPUBM()(FNJTTJPOTPG+45IBT
increased marginally in 2015 compared to previous
year largely due to variance in product mix and
increased speciﬁc consumption of coal as against
furnace oil.
We collect and report emissions data in accordance
with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative
and the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, to the extent
QSBDUJDBCMF 5IF mHVSFT JO UIF UBCMF JODMVEF UIF
emissions caused due to operations in
manufacturing unit. Scope-1 emissions include fuel
consumption and company vehicles; Scope-2
emissions include electricity and steam purchased.
5IF ()( FNJTTJPOT BSF DBMDVMBUFE CBTFE PO
FNJTTJPOGBDUPSTTQFDJmFECZ*1$$BOE%&'3"5IF
GHG intensity is calculated using Scope-1 and 2
emissions. GHG reductions are calculated based on
the electricity savings achieved due to
implementation of projects in FY15 and the
FRVJWBMFOU()(FNJTTJPOSFEVDUJPOTJOTDPQF

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

WATER AND
EFFLUENT
We are sensitive towards water as
it supports life and livelihoods
Water is going to be a limiting factor for industrial
and economic growth. Accordingly, it is important
for sustainable business to be a water steward,
decrease its water foot print, both direct and
indirect. On our part, we set and monitor intensity
targets, and the performance is regularly reviewed
BHBJOTURVBSUFSMZUBSHFUT
Water is entirely sourced from the bore well and is
used mainly for industrial purposes for below
mentioned manufacturing process:
t $MFBOJOH
t %ZFJOH
t #MFBDIJOH4QJOOJOH
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RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

REDUCE, RECYCLE AND
REUSE

WASTE WATER
MANAGEMENT

5IFXBUFSDPOTVNQUJPOBUPVSNBOVGBDUVSJOHVOJUJT
monitored on daily basis and annual targets to
continually improve this performance is deﬁned. In
': XFIBWFBDIJFWFEBSFEVDUJPO!QFSUPO
PG QSPEVDU GSPN QSFWJPVT ZFBS  NUPO UP
NUPO

We are sensitive towards water
as it supports life and livelihoods.

5IFEJTDIBSHFEXBUFSJTBEFRVBUFMZUSFBUFEBOEB
percentage of the water is recycled or reused within
the facility. We constantly work towards improving
the recycling rates at our facility. Some of the
projects that we have worked on included:

Industrial waste water from our manufacturing unit
JTCFJOHUSFBUFEBUUIFJOIPVTF&51XIJDIIBTBO
JOTUBMMFEDBQBDJUZPGNEBZ XFBSFFYQMPSJOH
XBZTUPSFDZDMFBOESFVTFBUMFBTUPGPVSXBTUF
water.

a. Reuse of hydraulic cooling water from the jigger
dyeing machine in the Fabric Process House;
UIJTIBTSFTVMUFEJOBTBWJOHPG,-%BZ

All parameters like pH , BOD, COD are continuously
NPOJUPSFE UISPVHI POMJOF NPOJUPSJOH FRVJQNFOU 
UIJT FOTVSJOH UIBU UIF USFBUFE FGnVFOU CFJOH
discharged is well within the threshold limits
prescribed by the Pollution Control Board. We draw
water from ground water and the water source is
not affected due to with drawal.

b. Condensate recovery from the ﬁbre dyeing,
bleaching unit and fabric process house.
D 3FVTF PG FGnVFOU XBUFS GSPN nBY TQJOOJOH 
LMEBZ

&''-6&/58"5&3%*4$)"3(&% .
Discharge (m3)
FY 14 - 800,800
FY 15 - 764,400

 FY 14
 FY 15
Water reused as a percentage of
UPUBMXBUFSDPOTVNFE 

4.16
34
544 JONH*

8BUFSSFVTFE DVNZFBS

26

52,350
  
#0% JONH*

Water withdrawn from bore well
(cum)

30
14.3

  
 FY 15  FY 14

$0% JONH*


61.63

5IFmHVSFTNFOUJPOFEBSFGPSNBOVGBDUVSJOHVOJU

5IFmHVSFTNFOUJPOFEBSFGPSNBOVGBDUVSJOHVOJ

We are now working towards meeting year – on year targets towards improvements in water
discharge, and budgeting for investments in water
treatment technologies, input dyestuff and
chemicals.
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MATERIALS AND WASTE
Best efforts to use renewable
and recovered materials
5IF FNFSHFODF PG UISFF CJMMJPO NPSF NJEEMFDMBTT
DPOTVNFST JO UIF OFYU  ZFBST DPNQBSFE UP 
billion today will drive up demand for a range of
EJGGFSFOUSFTPVSDFT5IJTTPBSJOHEFNBOEXJMMPDDVS
at a time when exploring and extracting new
resources is becoming increasingly challenging and
expensive, not withstanding technological improvement in the main resource sectors.
Compounding the challenge are stronger links
between resources, which increases the risk of
shortages and price changes in one resource can
rapidly spread to others. Hence overall as a business, our focus is exploring alternate renewable
based products, reduce – reuse –recycle and stay
updated on the latest technologies for new product
development. Please refer to our future prooﬁng
section.
#FJOHJOUIF-JOFOBOE8PPMTFHNFOUT XFSFMZPO
renewable material sources which are at risk given
the changing weather patterns, procurement costs,
and increasing demand. In a resource constrained
world,our business prospects and corporate image
will be under threat if we do not strive to improve
our material intensity performance and look for
alternative and renewable materials.
Our material management policy ensures our commitment to good practices of purchase and inventory management. We have also initiated a practice
of exploring renewable alternatives and seek such
information from our vendors on the same. In the
reporting period, no recycled materials have been
used as input in production. In the reporting period,
none of the packaging materials were reclaimed.

Raw materials consumption (in MT)

814.31 13,349

FY14

970.31 13,840

FY15

 Non Renewable Materials  Renewable Materials

Raw materials - Non Renewable (in Litres)

103,759

101,162

 FY 14
 FY 15

WASTE MANAGEMENT
We are committed to reduce, reuse and recycle the
waste we produce where possible. We are
continuously working on reducing waste generation
in the following areas:
t 5PJNQSPWFZBSOBOEXPPMSFDPWFSZ
t 5PDPOUSPMSFNOBOUHFOFSBUJPOJOXBSQJOHPGMJOFO
fabric
t 5P JNQSPWF NBUFSJBM FGmDJFODZ BOE  SFEVDF
percentage of waste generated in linen fabric
0VSXBTUFGSPNUIFQSPDFTTDBOCFDBUFHPSJ[FEBT
waste from manufacture of linen yarn, fabric, wool
tops and worsted yarn. We have invested in
technology that helps us recycle a percentage of
the rejects in our linen spinning process, we
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continue to look for ways to reduce or recycle our
JOQVUNBUFSJBMT5IFNBJOXBTUFTQSPEVDFECZPVS
facility are process wastes from linen fabric ( soiled
pieces of fabric, hank dyed waste, selvedge hard
waste) and linen spinning (short yarn, noil, hard
waste), wool grease, boiler ash, biomedical waste,
TDSBQ  VTFE PJM  &51 TMVEHF  &XBTUF FUD 0VS
XBTUFHFOFSBUJPOIBTEFDSFBTFECZJO':
compared to the previous year. We dispose waste
responsibly so that it does not impact environment
and society.
t 5IF IB[BSEPVT XBTUF JT CFJOH EJTQPTFE WJB
incineration, recycling and landﬁll depending
upon the category deﬁned by the West Bengal
Pollution Control Board.
t "MM XBTUF JT CFJOH TFOU POMZ UP UIPTF SFDZDMFST
which are appointed by regulatory bodies.
t %PNFTUJD XBTUF PSJHJOBUJOH GSPN PGmDF BOE
cafeteria are sent to the muncipal landﬁll.
5PUBM8FJHIUPGXBTUFCZEJTQPTBMNFUIPE
Other (MT)

2,502.40
2,445

5BSHFUTGPSSFEVDJOHIB[BSEPVTBOEOPOIB[BSEPVT
waste, reduction of material waste increasing waste
recycling and improving waste intensity were set in
FY14. We have also developed a waste
management framework to improve our
performance.
We are in the process of drawing up a plan to
NJOJNJ[F UIF BNPVOU PG XBTUF UP CF TFOU UP UIF
landﬁll and to recycle more; this plan will be
deployed in 2015.
5IFSF XBT OP TQJMMBHF PG BOZ DIFNJDBMT PS GVFMT
during the reporting period. We do not transport,
JNQPSU FYQPSUPSUSFBUBOZIB[BSEPVTXBTUFXIJDI
can be classiﬁed under terms of Basel Convention
and no waste is being shipped internationally.

 

Landfill (MT)

Recycle (MT)

"MUIPVHIMJNJUFEJOUPUBMWPMVNFDPOTVNFEBOEPS
EJTQPTFEPG IB[BSEPVTNBUFSJBMTBSFPGUFOVTFEJO
our manufacturing facilities. We continue to monitor
the way all chemicals, dyes, lubricants and other
IB[BSEPVT NBUFSJBMT BSF IBOEMFE  TUPSFE BOE
EJTQPTFE JODMVEJOH SFRVFTUJOH GPS EJTQPTBM
certiﬁcates. In addition, we explore alternate
materials so that we do not generate any
IB[BSEPVTXBTUF

 
2,093
1,541
 FY15  FY14
5IFmHVSFTNFOUJPOFEBSFGPSNBOVGBDUVSJOHVOJU

CO2

EMISSIONS

We strive to control emissions from our operations
"U+45 XFSFBMJ[FUIFJNQBDUUIBUFNJTTJPOTIBWF
on the atmosphere which can affect community
health and the environment around us Hence we
continuously monitor parameters such as SOx, and
1. UISPVHI PVS BNCJFOU BJS RVBMJUZ NFBTVSFNFOU
systems that is outsourced by us from time to time.
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 SOx (ton)
 PM (ton)
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In the reporting period there has been no signiﬁcant
environmental impacts due to transportation of
goods for organisation’s operation and transporting
members of workforce.
We are looking to improve our emissions
performance, awareness levels and capability of
our employees and key stakeholders on emissions
management and mitigation.

OZONE DEPLETING
SUBSTANCES
8F UBLF TUPDL PG P[POF EFQMFUJOH TVCTUBODFT
(ODS) every year and are in process of phasing out
R22 based refrigerants.
During the reporting period, R22 refrigerant was
used in two air conditioning plants. All ODS will be
phased out by 2021.

HUMAN RIGHTS
“We Endeavour to Uphold
Human Rights”
Our human rights approach is aligned with universally accepted human rights standards and we
support the human right issues included in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
5IF "#( HSPVQ JT B NFNCFS PG 6OJUFE /BUJPOT
Global Compact, an international forum that operBUFT VOEFS UIF BFHJT PG UIF 6OJUFE /BUJPOT BOE
ascribes to the human rights policy of the United
/BUJPOT (MPCBM $PNQBDU *OUFHSJUZ  USVTU  GBJSOFTT
and honesty are the basics that guide our strategies, our behaviour and the relationships we build
with people, both internally and externally.
5IFTFHVJEFMJOFTTFSWFBTUIFQJMMBSTJOBSFBTXIFSF
local regulations are assessed as weak or nonexistent. We are also non-tolerant to any human
rights violation that comes to our attention within
PVSPSHBOJ[BUJPOBOETVQQMZDIBJO
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5IF"EJUZB#JSMB(SPVQIBTSFBSUJDVMBUFEUIF
values that spawn across its diverse businesses
BOEMPDBUJPOTBOEBDUBTBOPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMHMVF
UPCJOEQFPQMFUPHFUIFS5IFTFWBMVFTBSF
integrity, commitment, passion, speed and
TFBNMFTTOFTT5IFWBMVFTESJWFUIF
PSHBOJ[BUJPOBMUIJOLJOHBOEQSPDFTTFTXIFUIFS
related to people, manufacturing, environment
or community responsibility, the bedrock of the
QSJODJQMFTPVUMJOFECZUIF6/(MPCBM$PNQBDU
Our human rights policy applies to both internal and
external stakeholders and sits alongside other
speciﬁc policies such as health & safety,
environment, anti-corruption etc.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

t *O ':  B UPUBM PG  TFDVSJUZ QFSTPOOFM
were trained on the policies and procedures related to human rights along with
security management, risk analysis for
security and trafﬁc system including
aspects on non deployment when of child
MBCPVS  GPSDFE MBCPS FUD 5IF TFDVSJUZ
personnel were employed by external
agency to whom security services are
outsourced.

HUMAN RIGHTS
PERFORMANCE REVIEW
Our Performance as per the UN Global
Compact's Ten Principles
Principle 1: Businesses should support and
respect the protection of internationally proclaimed
human rights; and
Principle 2: Make sure that they are not complicit
in human rights abuses.
We make conscious efforts to identify access and
manage human rights impacts within operations
and among our identiﬁed suppliers. We strongly
stand for human rights including nondiscrimination, prohibition of child and enforced
labor, and freedom of association and the right to
engage in collective bargaining. During the reportJOHQFSJPE XFIBWFJODMVEFEIVNBOSJHIUTSFRVJSFNFOUTJOBHSFFNFOUTBOEDPOUSBDUT%VSJOHUIF
reporting year, none of our operations have been
subjected to human rights reviews.
We have also implemented social accountability
4"  TUBOEBSE BOE FOBCMFT NPOJUPSJOH
against human rights issues. With implementation
of such standards, we are able to assess our
operations for human right violations through our
internal and external audit programmers.
In deployment of our security personnel we ensure
that the duty hours and other working parameters
BSF GVMMZ DPNQMJBODF XJUI BMM BQQMJDBCMF -BCPVS
-BXT IVNBOSJHIUTJOBEEJUJPOUPDPNQBOZQPMJDJFT
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t *O ':  XF DPOEVDUFE GPVS JOUFSOBM BOE
external audits of our unit which involved
representation from different teams.
t *O': XFIBETQFOUUPUBMIPVSTPG
training on human rights
At all given times we ensure that our employees
understand what human rights means for their own
speciﬁc roles.
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the
freedom of association and the effective recognition
of the right to collective bargaining;
We duly respect the right of all employees to form
and join an union and to bargain collectively. Our
manufacturing location has workers in the unionJ[FEDBESF
5IF SFQSFTFOUBUJWF DPNNJUUFF DPOTJTUT PG VOJPO
members and members of the workforce and its
purpose is to facilitate co-operation and reach
consensus between employer and employee
unions regarding the terms and conditions within
UIFTFDUPS-POHUFSNTFUUMFNFOUTBSFTJHOFEXJUI
UIF XPSLFST BU SFHVMBS GSFRVFODJFT XIFSFJO UIF
management and union leaders sit across the table
BOE OFHPUJBUF UIF UFSNT PG UIF TFUUMFNFOU 5IF
management responds after consultation and
discussion with the union, followed by a written
OPUFPOUIFOPUJDFCPBSESFDPSEJOH+45TEFDJTJPO
5IF BHSFFE UFSNT BOE DPOEJUJPOT BSF DPOUBJOFE
within a collective agreement that all business
within the sector must adopt and adhere to.
We are always open to suggestions from union

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

representatives; we ensure that representatives of
union are never subjected to any discrimination. We
FOTVSFUIBUUIFVOJPOSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTIBWFBDDFTT
to their members and given freedom to assemble
and discuss their issues within the plant premises.
We have also extended the facilities to the ofﬁce
bearer as per the provision of the law and management has no interference. In FY15, there had been
no cases identiﬁed or registered related to freedom
of association and collective bargaining with
regards to operations and suppliers.
Principle 4:5IFFMJNJOBUJPOPGBMMGPSNTPGGPSDFE
and compulsory labour;
We do not engage or support the use of forced
labour and ensure that all employees are working
WPMVOUBSJMZ5IFUFSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTSFMBUJOHUPUIF
employment are communicated prior to recruitNFOU 5IF EPDVNFOU DPOUBJOJOH BQQMJDBCMF SVMFT
governing the conditions are shared with all
employees and also displayed on company notice
board. In FY15, there had been no cases identiﬁed
or registered related to forced labour.
Principle 5:&GGFDUJWFBCPMJUJPOPGDIJMEMBCPVS

Principle 6: 5IF FMJNJOBUJPO PG EJTDSJNJOBUJPO JO
respect of employment and occupation.
We comply with our corporate guidelines which
outline the elimination of discrimination, this is also
highlighted in our Code of Conduct, which is read
and accepted by all employees on joining the orgaOJ[BUJPO 0VS DPSQPSBUF WBMVFT BMTP IJHIMJHIU UIJT
message and the same is reinforced through
various communication channels annually.
4"QPMJDZBOEQSPDFTTFTPVUMJOFTBDUJPOTGPS
not engaging or supporting any discrimination in
any corporate action based on race, caste, national
origin, religion, disability, gender, sexual orientation,
union membership, political afﬁliations, or age. Our
well deﬁned systems for recruitment, promotions,
remuneration and training adhere to clear guidelines and ensures that there are no discrimination
are made in these aspects.
In FY15, there have been no cases identiﬁed or
registered related to discrimination.
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;

We have framed our policy for not engaging in or
supporting the use of child labour. In compliance
with local law we do not employ any person who is
MFTTUIBOZFBSTPGBHF%PDVNFOUBSZFWJEFODF
of proof of age is veriﬁed at the time of recruitment
BOE TBNF JT CFJOH FOGPSDFE UP DPOUSBDUPSTFSWJDF
provider.

We adopt the precautionary measures in all decisions that we take that may have an impact on the
human health and environment including selection
of products, services and technologies. We examine all alternatives, related costs that may not be
SFnFDUFEJOUIFJOJUJBMQSJDFJODMVEJOHUIBUPGNJUJHBtion of our impacts and seek those that will have the
least impact on human health and the environment.

In FY15, there have been no cases identiﬁed or
registered related to child labour.

Principle 8: Undertake initiatives to promote
greater environmental responsibility; and
8FBU+45SFDPHOJ[FUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZUPNPOJUPS 
manage and reduce our environmental impacts
wherever possible. We have also undertaken
sustainability projects to improve our environmental
QFSGPSNBODF WJ[ FOFSHZ DPOTVNQUJPO  SFOFXBCMF
energy procurement, energy risk management,
GHG assessment, emission reduction projects,
management of waste and waste water, reducing
water consumption, increasing water recycling
percentage, protecting diversity and compliance.
Principle 9: &ODPVSBHF UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE
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outlines important aspects of accountability and
transparency which enables all employees to voice
complaints internally in a responsible and effective
manner whenthey discover information which they
believe shows serious malpractices.

diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.
We relentlessly pursue integration of cleaner
production processes that inherently reduce polluUJPOMFWFMTBOESFRVJSFGFXFSSFTPVSDFT
Principle 10: Businesses should work against
corruption in all its forms, including extortion and
bribery.
We aim to be respectful of local customs and
circumstances wherever we operate, while ensuring that we observe the same high standards of
integrity and business ethics across the world.
While engaging with stakeholders who are spread
in different countries, it makes it all the more pertinent that we are clear about the standards of
behaviour we expect from our directors, ofﬁcers
and employees, and anyone who acts on our
behalf.

Our code of conduct clearly
states: "I will not seek or encourage bribes or kickbacks in
any form. I will not deal with a
supplier who offers me a bribe
to get a contract awarded."
Adherence to the policy is total
and no leniency is shown to a
defaulter.
We have incorporated such principles into our
Code of Conduct and anti-corruption guidelines.
Our Whistle blower policy and Code of conduct
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In FY15, all our new joinees have been taken
through the Code of Conduct & Corporate
principles, Policy to prevent Sexual harassment at
workplace and other related policies and the
Whistle Blower policy, in which they were enlightened with the policies and procedures related to
corruption.
As a part of risk assessment, the central audit team
and external agencies conduct audits to ensure our
activities are free from corruption. At present, we
operate at only one location and we have assessed
UIFSJTLSFMBUFEUPDPSSVQUJPOBUUIFTBNF5IFNBKPS
risks identiﬁed were loss of credibility and trust
amongst stakeholders, reputation, and brand
image as well as ﬁnancial loss to the company.
During the reporting year, no cases of corruption
were reported among employees and business
partners.
As part of our sustainability communications, we
have briefed all our governance body members,
employees and business partners on the Code of
Conduct with regards to anti-corruption and human
rights aspects pertaining to the company’s
operations.

POLITICAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
Our Code of Conduct guides us to respect the
Government, laws and institutions in the nations
where we operate. While participating in
democratic processes, it encourages us to remain
BQPMJUJDBMBOEOPUUPFOUFSUBJOBOZSFRVFTUTSFMBUFE
UP SFQSFTFOUBUJPO JO FMFDUJPOT PS SFRVFTU GPS GVOE
from parties or sharing of resources or opinion
formation.

In FY15, we have not made
any political contributions

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

MESSAGE FROM HEAD,
HR AND IR
“To be a role model company
in HR systems and practices
through total employee’s
engagement”
Stakeholder engagement is particularly important in
UIFDPOUFYUPGSVOOJOHBOPSHBOJ[BUJPOSFTQPOTJCMZ
and is integral to the concept of Corporate Responsibility. Stakeholder engagement implies a willingness to listen; to discuss issues of interest to stakeIPMEFSTPGUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBOE DSJUJDBMMZ UIFPSHBOJ[BUJPO IBT UP CF QSFQBSFE UP DPOTJEFS DIBOHJOH
what it aims to achieve and how it operates, as a
SFTVMUPGTUBLFIPMEFSFOHBHFNFOU"OPSHBOJ[BUJPO
cannot be serious about Corporate Responsibility
unless it engages with its stakeholders. We believe
that co-creation and stakeholder engagement go
hand in hand. Stakeholder engagement is key to
our sustainability framework. Our stakeholder
engagement policy highlights our commitment to
integrate the stakeholder engagement into organi[BUJPOTTUSBUFHZ PQFSBUJPOTNBOBHFNFOUBOEEFDJsion making process.
With regards to stakeholders, our employees ranks
highest amongst them, and therefore at the heart of
our operations. We work consistently towards
building a culture that empowers our employees,
builds their conﬁdence, and creates a positive work
environment.
Our HR mission is “To develop JSTians as competent and responsible people for the organization and society and build JST as a great place to
work” and our HR vision is “To be known as a
people sensitive, achievement focused and
development oriented organization and the HR
function as the most business friendly service
function”.
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Sustainability as a vision drives the company’s core
business. Sustainability means doing every single
thing to create value over time. “Balance” among all
stakeholders needs is critical to create sustainable
value over time and it must become a mindset in
order to support us in whatever we do every day,
because our goal is to build a long lasting, fair and
transparent relationship with all our stakeholders;
Starting, obviously, from our customers. Sustainability must become a common commitment of our
PSHBOJ[BUJPO UP EFMJWFS MPOHUFSN WBMVF UP PVS
customer. In each relationship with our customers
we must combine excellence with simplicity. We
want to be the best in class for customer satisfacUJPOBOERVBMJUZPGTFSWJDFT&WFSZUIJOHGSPNUIFXBZ
we serve our customers, to the way we manage
our people and support the development of our
communities, which helps enhance our reputation
and make our proﬁt legitimate.
We focus to drive policy development and program
implementation in HR areas that directly support
CSR, Wellness, diversity, work-life balance and
nFYJUJNF "T QBSU PG PVS DPNNJUNFOU UP SFEVDF
carbon footprint, we have initiated car pooling.
Several heath based programmes like Bone Mineral
%FOTJUZ 5FTUT  &ZF DBNQT  $BSEJPMPHJTUT TFTTJPO
etc. provides a platform for engaging employees in
discussions about “personal sustainability” and
provide support for employees in the areas of stress
management, spirituality at work, health and
ﬁtness, healthy lifestyles, etc. In line with this, a new
maternity beneﬁt policy has been rolled out with
additional beneﬁts to women, to help new mothers
take care of their work and family. In order to

support our employees in their career progression,
i&YQMPSFwIBTCFFOMBVODIFE XIFSFBMMFNQMPZFFT
are eligible to seek opportunities within the Group,
BGUFSUIFZDPNQMFUFZFBSTJOUIFHSPVQ5IFZDBO
also refer their relatives for suitable job openings.
(FOEFSFRVBMJUZBMTPmOETIJHIQSJPSJUZJOPVSEJWFSsity agenda and we are working with a number of
initiatives to empower women and help them
further their careers and work towards senior management positions. We also encourage diversity at
the workplace and encourage those with skills,
backgrounds, experiences and education levels to
XPSL XJUI VT 5ISPVHI PVS BTTFTTNFOU TZTUFNT
and a well-structured training and development
program we encourage our employees to grown
professionally and personally to achieve their highest potential.
As what gets measured gets managed, it is vital
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that both performance and employee engagement
CF BDUJWFMZ NFBTVSFE BOE SFQPSUFE 7JCFT TVSWFZ
clearly indicates our efforts toward a healthy stakeIPMEFSFOHBHFNFOU8FCFMJFWFPVSPSHBOJ[BUJPOJT
making progress towards becoming a champion of
sustainability amongst the public. And along the
way, to ensure that we don’t forget to celebrate the
successes large and small, we have R&R schemes
in place, to congratulate the achievers, who
DPOUSJCVUFUPNBLFUIJTPSHBOJ[BUJPOTVTUBJOBCMF

- Mr. Sandeep Bhattacharya
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OUR SOCIAL FOOTPRINT
“Intrinsic value in Workforce
Diversity”
Aditya Birla Group (ABG) is among the most
SFTQFDUFE HMPCBM CSBOET  SFDPHOJ[FE BT NVDI GPS
its global vision and leadership, as it is for its social
responsibility and humane values.

EMPLOYEE DIVERSITY
8F SFDPHOJ[F UIBU EJWFSTJUZ GPTUFST JOOPWBUJPO
helps us to better understand and meet the needs
of our customers.
A diverse workforce and inclusion creates an environment wherein where in everyone has the opportunity to grow and deliver value, it brings fresh
ideas, perspectives and experience to our business.
We are therefore, committed to maintaing diversity
particularly with regards age, gender and region.
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We have also adopted the diversity policy to ensure
a workplace that fosters inclusive practices and
CFIBWJPVS 5IFTF QSJODJQMFT BOE QPMJDJFT BSF
supported through goals and communicated to all
employees so that they understand and relate to
these.
*O+45UIFFNQMPZFFTBSFDBUFHPSJ[FEJOUP.BOBHFrial Staff and workmen. Managerial Staff are the
TUBGGTXIPBSF$&0BOE6) 4#6)FBET %FQBSUmental Heads, Sectional Heads, Area In-charges
BOE'SPOU-FWFM0GmDFST5IFXPSLNFOBSFJOVOJPOJ[FEDBUFHPSZ
MANAGERIAL STAFFS:
We have 435 Employees as on 31st March
2015. There are 121 Engineers, 19 CAs, 111
Graduates, 62 Diploma Holders & 89
Master Degree/ MBA

Total number of employees by gender - Workmen

Total number of employees by gender - Staff

3,212

377

28

407

24

3,330

9
FY14

9

FY14

FY15
 Male  Female

FY15
 Male  Female

% of total workforce - Workmen 2015

% of total workforce - staff 2015

0.2
1

11

88

 Male  Female

 Male  Female

Total number of employees by age group - Staff

Total number of employees by age group - Workmen

89
96

Above 50 years old

233

30-50 years old

204
113

Under 30 years old

100

50
 FY14

1,048
1,135

30-50 years old

1,563
1,389

Under 30 years old

101
0

728
697

Above 50 years old

150

200

250

0

200

 FY15

400

600



1000 1200 1400 1600 

 FY15  FY14

% of total workforce - staff 2015

% of total workforce - Workmen 2015

2
3

6
 Under 30 years old  30-50 years old  Above 50 years old
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19

41

28
 Under 30 years old  30-50 years old  Above 50 years old
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EMPLOYMENT

Employee turnover by gender
4

We make efforts to maintain workforce diversity.
&GGPSUTBSFNBEFUPSFDSVJU NBJOUBJOJOHXPSLQMBDF
environment conducive for diverse work force.
New employee hire and employee turn-over
New employees hired by age group

49

1
46

 Male
 Female

ENTRY LEVEL WAGE,
BASIC SALARY AND
REMUNERATION:

293
 Under 30 years old  30-50 years old  Above 50 years old

New employees hired by gender
9

Regardless of gender, and all other parameters all
FNQMPZFFT FRVBM GFNBMF FNQMPZFFT BSF QBJE UIF
same as men across different employee categoSJFT 5IF SBUJP PG FOUSZ MFWFM XBHF PGGFSFE UP BMM
FNQMPZFFTCZ+45JTBOETBNFJTBTQFSUIF
government regulations. All employees gradually
grow through a fair evaluation and promotion
QSPHSBNBU+45

RETURN TO WORK AND
RETENTION RATES:

331
 Male  Female

New employee hired by region - Most of new
employees hired were from local region

We make work place environment conducive for
female employees to return to work and continue
working post parental leave..
Return to work and retention rates
post parental leave by gender

Employee turnover by age group

8

37
1
1

Female
27

1
18

 Under 30 years old  30-50 years old  Above 50 years old
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10

100



Total number of employees that were entitled to parental leave



Total number of employees that took parental leave



Total number of employees who returned to work after parental
leave ended



Total number of employees who returned to work after parental
leave ended who were still employed twelve months after their
return to work
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TRAINING AND
EDUCATION
Empowering our employees - Skills Management
and Career Development
Vision and Mission
Understanding the business plan educating
managers on concept and process

Busine
s
Strate s
gy
Unit Perf

ormance

Functio

Developing functional performance

nal Perfo

Individ

ual Per

rmance

forman

ce

We have developed skill matrix framework to
JEFOUJGZ DPNQFUFODZ MFWFMT  TLJMMT BOE RVBMJUJFT PG
FNQMPZFFT WJTËWJT TLJMMT SFRVJSFE UP JNQSPWF
on-the-job performance. Based on such mapping,
we develop the training calendar for all employees
and ensure their progress in their career.
&NQMPZFFFEVDBUJPO USBJOJOHBOEEFWFMPQNFOUBSF
key to our performance. As our employees
enhance their skills and discover their potential, we
beneﬁt over the long term.
&NQMPZFF SFDPHOJUJPO JT POF PG UIF EFWFMPQNFOU
UPPM FNQMPZFE CZ +45 FNQMPZFF  UIJT NPUJWBUFT
FNQMPZFFT UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO BMM PSHBOJ[BUJPOBM BOE
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JOEJWJEVBM MFWFM BDUJWJUJFT BDSPTT UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO
Innovation and creativity is a priority in the
PSHBOJ[BUJPO BOE FNQMPZFFT BSF SFDPHOJ[FE
UISPVHI B XFMMFTUBCMJTIFE ,BJ[FO 4VHHFTUJPO
scheme.
&NQMPZFFT QFSGPSNBODF JT CFJOH SFDPHOJ[FE JO
various platforms such as general gatherings,
posters at various locations, photos in On-stream,
&LZB.BHB[JOF FUD&NQMPZFFTBSFOPNJOBUFEGPS
chairman’s individual awards in different categories
like young achiever, distinguished achiever and
FYDFQUJPOBM BDIJFWFS 5IFTF BXBSET JOTUJMM B TFOTF
of achievement and pride in them.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Gyanodaya - The Aditya Birla
Institute of Management Learning
was established in 2000 to
strengthen the management
capabilities of our managers. It
collaborates with some of the best
institutions and experts across the
world to deliver quality
programmes. Each year we
provide varied opportunities to our
managers who successfully
complete such programmes and
deliver value to our business.

Orientation

Induction
Training

t0SHBOJ[BUJPOJOUSPEVDUJPO

t1SPDFTTFT.BOBHFNFOU

t7JTJPO .JTTJPO 7BMVFT

t1SPDFTTFT*OUFSBDUJPOT
& Interdependence

Langauge & SHE
t-BOHVBHFGPSTFMFDUFE#
& R resource operating
with speciﬁc country
customers

t*5QPMJDZ$P1PMJDJFT
t3VMFT3FHVMBUJPOT

t3PMFJOQSPDFTT 
improvement

t$SPTTGVODUJPOBM 
deputation
t#BTJD.BJOUFOBODFGPS
Operators

t2.4 &.4 0)4"4
t-VCSJDBUJPO 
5SBOTNJTTJPO

t2VBMJUZ4)&
responsibility

t$POUBDUUIF.FOUPS

Multi-Skill
Development



t#BTJD&*

Analytic Skill
Development
t42$41$

Leadership
Development
t(MPCBM-FBEFSTIJQ
Program

t2$4UPSZ2$5PPMT
t,BJ[FO1%$"
&NQMPZFF

t0VUTUBOEJOH#VTJOFTT
-FBEFSTIJQ
t:PVOH-FBEFSTIJQ
t$PNNVOJDBUJPO
5FBN#VJMEJOH

5PUBMOVNCFSPGFNQMPZFFTXIPSFDFJWFESFHVMBS
performance and career development review by gender:
Female
28

t$PBDIJOH4LJMMT

403
Male
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LIFELONG LEARNING
Strengthening the Workforce Skills and Carving
out the Leaders
*O ':  XF DPOEVDUFE  NBOIPVST PG
training, covering topics like Safety, Information
Security Awareness, Discipline, WCM, and CSR,
5FDIOJDBM 5SBJOJOH FUD UP EFWFMPQ UIF TLJMMT 
careers and leadership potential of our employees. Workshops on transformational attitude
were conducted for staff as well as workmen, to
motivate them to make the most of their life,
work and situations for a progress. Our training
programmes are continuously evolving based on
the need assessment of industry and individuals.
Inputs are provided to employees on-the-job
and during reviews for their skill development to
ensure lifelong learning, this helps them in taking
up assignments even post retirement.

t A2VBMJUZPG-JGFQSPHSBNUPiEFWFMPQDPNQFUFOU BOE HPPE QFPQMF GPS TPDJFUZw 5IF
emphasis is on overall development of
employee’s personality.
t 5IFUSBJOJOHDPVSTFJODMVEFTNPSOJOHFYFScise, religious and spiritual lectures, motivation team building exercises and teaching on good food habits etc.
t 5IFPCKFDUJWFPGUIFQSPHSBNJTUPEFWFMPQ
a sense of responsibility in employees
towards their job and family and improve
UIFJSRVBMJUZPGMJGF
 5IJTJTVOJRVFQSPHSBNBOEIBTCSPVHIUB
TFBDIBOHFJOUIFFNQMPZFFTBUUJUVEF5IF
training has created dedicated employees,
who are creatively engaged in the company.
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5IFTF QSPHSBNNFT OPU POMZ BTTVSFT MJGFMPOH
learning but also enables employess to make
progress in their careers. It offers an extensive
range of online and classroom training courses
on leadership, management, and technical and
professional skills.
5IF QSPDFTT PG EFWFMPQJOH FYDFMMFOU IVNBO
resources begins with the identiﬁcation of training needs, followed by the individual training
need identiﬁcation every year. Company business goals are set as objectives in this strategic
training plan.
t  IPVST XBT JOWFTUFE JO XPSLNFO USBJOing, covering topics like safety, sustainability,
transformational attitude, discipline, WCM
and technical classroom training.
t IPVSTXBTJOWFTUFEJOOFXKPJOFFJOEVDtion module including on line training on information security awareness, Gyanodaya workTIPQTPODPNQFOTBUJPO5BMFP XFCJOBSTPO
compensation
&
recruitment,
internal
BVEJUPST USBJOJOH   &OBCMPO TPGUXBSF XPSLshops, state productivity council session on
WJHJMBODF BOE TFDVSJUZ  $43  -FBEFSTIJQ JO
PSHBOJ[BUJPOBMDIBOHFFUD
t Awareness session for shop ﬂoor employees on Sustainability In Progress:
5IJT JO IPVTF QSPHSBN XBT DPOEVDUFE CZ
#VTJOFTT&YDFMMFODF$FMMXIPQSPWJded inputs
PO &OFSHZ  8BUFS  8BTUF  4PDJFUZ  )FBMUI
Safety and Recycle opportunities, related to
Organisation and day to day life.

Average training hours

22

Female

Male

1.79
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

3VMFTBOEQFOTJPOQPMJDZJTOPUBQQMJDBCMF5IF
basis of contribution to gratuity fund is calcuMBUFE BOOVBMMZ CBTFE PO "DUVBSJBM 7BMVBUJPO
Report (latest was as on 31 March 2015).

SENIOR MANAGEMENT
HIRING

+45 IBT MBJE DMFBS QPMJDJFT GPS FNQMPZFFT CFOFmUTBOEDPNQFOTBUJPO5IFSFJTOPEJTDSJNJOBtion in terms of work system, promotions, career
EFWFMPQNFOU BOE SFDPHOJUJPOT 5IFSF BSF XFMM
deﬁned policies for Maternity Beneﬁt, Policy on
4FDPOENFOU  .PCJMJUZ  5SBWFM 1PMJDZ  4VQFSBOOVBUJPO -FBWF-FBWF&ODBTINFOU .FEJDMBJN 
(.$5PQ6Q /JTDIJOU "DDJEFOU*OTVSBODFFUD
to support employees in addition to all the statutory and legal provisions applicable. Company
also encourages employees for long term comNJUNFOU BOE SFDPHOJ[JOH JOEJWJEVBMT GPS MPOH
UFSN TFSWJDF 5IF FNQMPZFFT BSF BMTP FODPVSaged to buy linen from the company showroom,
this is made available at discounted rates. In
addition to these, other beneﬁts include: bonus,
annual and monthly diligent award, annual increment, shift allowance, medical insurance, interest free loan, scholarship and aid money.
We have a system of capturing feedback on
employee satisfaction and improving on concerOBSFBT 5IF 0)4 BOE 7JCFT TVSWFZ DBQUVSFT
employee satisfaction of the managerial cadre.
&NQMPZFF TBUJTGBDUJPO TVSWFZT JT GPS UIF SFTU PG
the workforce including workmen and contract
hands is carried out in-house.

DEFINED
CONTRIBUTION PLAN
We provide for retirement beneﬁts payable to
FNQMPZFFTVOEFSUIF1'BOE&4*$"DU
5IFQSPWJEFOUGVOEJTGVOEFECZQBZNFOUTGSPN
FNQMPZFFTBOECZUIFDPNQBOZ5IFDPNQBOZ
has no further payment obligations once the
contributions have been paid. Gratuity scheme
is applicable to all employees as per the Gratuity
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Our belief in inclusive growth and diverse workforce helps us identify individuals with the
SFRVJSFETLJMMTFUTGSPNPVSBSFBPGPQFSBUJPOT UP
be a part of our management and contribute to
our growth in the cross cultural environment we
operate in.
We have implemented programs to build capacity amongst identiﬁed potential leaders to
improve local hiring at senior management level.
*O ':    PG TFOJPS NBOBHFNFOU XFSF
hired from the local region (West Bengal).

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT
“Communication is Key
Employee Engagement”

to

workmen where they can discuss any issues or
HSJFWBODFT 5IF HSJFWBODFT BSF TPSUFE PVU
immediately by involving the concerned
EFQBSUNFOUBVUIPSJUZ
t +45BDLOPXMFEHFTUIBUDSFBUJOHBOPQFOFOWJronment of continuous communication is of vital
importance in maintaining the motivation and
efﬁciency of its employees. Important occasions
like cultural and festive activities are celebrated
in the unit among employees and their families.
Initiatives like “Fun at work” includes activities
which brings employees and their families
together for witnessing the cricket world cup
HBNFT  CJSUIEBZ DFMFCSBUJPOT  PSHBOJ[JOH MVDLZ
draws during festive season etc.

Open and regular communication is fundamental to
employee engagement.
t 8FVTFPVSJOUFSOBMFOHBHFNFOUQSPDFTTTVDI
as communication sessions, workshops, seminars & training, employee appraisal, employee
committees, cultural events, newsletters,
intranet and email contact.
t 5IF FOHBHFNFOU FYQMPSFT JOOPWBUJWF JEFBT JO
RVBMJUZ FOWJSPONFOU IFBMUIBOETBGFUZ QSPEVDtion, grievances and helps to address challenges.
Key Employee relation activities,
departmental get together, games and
sports, working women forums, Mahila
Mandal meeting, Cultural and Religious
Functions, Litti party with Unions
t 0VSBOOVBMHSPVQXJEFQFPQMFTVSWFZIFMQTVT
to assess engagement levels, identify opportunities to improve ways of working and support
needs of employees. .
t 5IF +45 NBOBHFNFOU CFMJFWFT JO UIF NPUUP
i.BOBHFNFOUCZ8BMLJOHBSPVOEw5IFPGmDFPG
Unit HR & IR is always open for employees and
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t *OPSEFSUIBUMBOHVBHFCBSSJFSTBSFPWFSDPNF BMM
announcements and communication is done in
CPUI#FOHBMJBTXFMMBT&OHMJTI
t 8FBMTPFOHBHFXJUIPVSFNQMPZFFTBTSFRVJSFE
and discuss on-the-job and personal concerns
BOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOHSPXUIUISPVHIWBSJPVTXBZT
We conduct an employee satisfaction survey at
UIFNBOBHFNFOUMFWFMLOPXOBTi0SHBOJ[BUJPO
Health Survey (OHS)” to get an independent
feedback and to identify improvement initiatives.
t $FMFCSBUJOH XPNFOhT EBZ BU %PNFTUJD 5FYUJMFT
UFBNJTBOFXJOJUJBUJWF5IF%PNFTUJD5FYUJMFT
Business celebrates International Women’s Day
at Rishra. Women employees from Jaya Shree
5FYUJMFT +45 (SBTJN #IJXBOJ 5FYUJMFT (#5- 
BOE 7JLSBN 8PPMMFOT 78  BSF JOWJUFE UP UIF
event. Based on the theme for the event, the full
EBZJTDPODFQUVBMJ[FEBOEFYFDVUFEUPNBLFUIF
EBZNFBOJOHGVMGPSUIFXPNFOFNQMPZFFT5IF
UIFNFGPSXBTi.BLF*U)BQQFO&ODPVSBHJOH &GGFDUJWF "DUJPO GPS "EWBODJOH  3FDPHOJ[JOH 8PNFOw 5IF FWFOU PDVTTFE PO GPVS
critical areas affecting daily lives of women in
their professional and personal lives – FamilyWork Balance, Financial Planning, Safety, and
&NPUJPOBM$PNQFUFODF

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

BEST ATTENDANCE
AWARD

&NQMPZFF TBUJTGBDUJPO TVSWFZ &44  JT DBSSJFE PVU
GPSTIPQnPPSFNQMPZFFTBOEEFUBJMFEBDUJPOQMBOT
are made to improve employee satisfaction.

t 5PNPUJWBUFUIFXPSLNFOXIPTFBUUFOEBODFJT
SFHVMBS  +45 IBT BO BXBSE TDIFNF UISPVHI
XIJDI TVDI XPSLNFO SFDFJWF B HJGU GSPN +45
5IFi#FTU"UUFOEBODF"XBSEDFSFNPOZGPSUIF
:FBSwXBTPSHBOJ[FECZ+45PO.BSDI
 1SJ[FT XFSF HJWFO UP  XPSLNFO XIP
have an attendance of 300 or more days during
UIF$BMFOEBS:FBS5IFQSJ[FTXFSFEJTUSJCuted by the concerned HODs.

LONG SERVICE AWARDS
t +45PSHBOJ[FEi5IF-POH4FSWJDF"XBSEwEJTUSJbution ceremony on 10 January, 2015 to recogOJ[F UIF DPOUSJCVUJPO NBEF CZ FNQMPZFFT XIP
IBWF TFSWFE UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO MPZBMMZ GPS B MPOH
QFSJPE PG UJNF 5IF "XBSE XBT HJWFO UP 
employees who completed 25 years of continuPVTTFSWJDFXJUI+45"TBUPLFOPGBQQSFDJBUJPO
BOEHSBUJUVEFB5JUBOXSJTUXBUDIBDFSUJmDBUF
was presented to each and every eligible
employee.

t 7*#&44VSWFZ3FTVMUT PVUPG 
FNQMPZFFT IBWF QBSUJDJQBUFE JO UIF OFX 7JCFT
survey
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Our Key Strengths (i.e. areas where we
scored highest this year)
t 5IFBCJMJUZPGPVS#VTJOFTTBOE-FBEFSTUPTFU
a bright future for success and provide direction to all
t PGFNQMPZFFTVOEFSTUBOEUIFBMJHONFOU
between their goals and the business goals
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ACHIEVERS CLUB AWARD
8F SFDPHOJ[F FNQMPZFFT XIP NBLF BO FYFNplary contribution beyond their call of duty and
striving to make the workplace more efﬁcient
and productive,we also reward individuals or
teams for their outstanding contributions, leading to enhanced Business results for the organisation.
5IF $BUFHPSJFT GPS UIF "DIJFWFST $MVC "XBSE
are:
t &NQMPZFFPGUIF2VBSUFSo0QFSBUJPOT
t &NQMPZFFPGUIF2VBSUFS4BMFT.BSLFUJOH

We established a structured communication
with all our stakeholders. With employees, we
communicate through e-mail, notices, commuOJDBUJPO NFFUT  /VLLBE /BUBL SPBE TJEF
drama), MPR and WCM Gallery.

COMMUNICATION
MEETS
5IFTFDPOEBOOVBMDPNNVOJDBUJPONFFUJO+45
was conducted on 4th April, 2014. More than
FNQMPZFFTBUUFOEFEUIFNFFUJOH5IFNBJO
agenda of the Meet was to launch the Rewards
& Recognition Program for domestic textiles,
discuss business imperatives for the year and
promote teamwork and open communication.

t &NQMPZFFPGUIF2VBSUFS4VQQPSU'VODUJPOT
0WFSUIFRVBSUFSTPG TFWFSBMFNQMPZFFTXFSFDPOGFSSFEUIFi&NQMPZFFPGUIF2VBSUFSw  XJUI $FSUJmDBUFT BOE %JOOFS XJUI $&0 o
%PNFTUJD 5FYUJMFT  BDSPTT 0QFSBUJPOT  4BMFT 
.BSLFUJOH  TVQQPSU GVODUJPOT 5IFSF XFSF 
XJOOFSTJO2 JO2 JO2BOEJO2
" XFC QPSUBM IBT CFFO EFWFMPQFE XJUI PVS *5
team to redeﬁne knowledge management in the
PSHBOJ[BUJPO *U JT CFJOH QSFQBSFE BT B DFOUSBM
storage for all improvement initiatives and a
knowledge bank accessible to all employees.
8FBMTPIBWFBNBHB[JOFi&LZBwJUTFSWFTBTB
shared platform which provides learning opportunities, shares best practices and disseminates
JOGPSNBUJPORVJDLMZBDSPTTUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOJOB
WFSZDPTUFGGFDUJWFNBOOFS5IFBJNJTUPVOJGZUIF
textile team by way of sharing information interestingly, providing many learning opportunities
and last but not the least, enabling leadership to
TIBSFJUTWJTJPOQMBOT5IJTTIBSJOHPGJOGPSNBtion helps employees appreciate each other’s
working challenges, build synergies across units
and regions and above all align each and every
person to the textile business goal.
"U +45  FNQMPZFF FOHBHFNFOU JT BDIJFWFE
through “role clarity”, “team synergy”, “reward
and recognition system” and encouraging
employees to express their views and opinions.
,BJ[FO BOE 8PSME $MBTT .BOVGBDUVSJOH 8$. 
EFWFMPQNFOUBM BDUJWJUJFT BSF PSHBOJ[FE XIFSF
people are involved and encouraged for making
improvements.
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It provided a great opportunity for all employees
to discuss and appreciate “Business Alignment”
5IF JOUFSBDUJWF TFTTJPO CZ UIF #VTJOFTT )FBE 
$&0o%PNFTUJD5FYUJMFT 0WFSTFBT4QJOOJOH
Acrylic Fibre was welcomed by all and was conducted on the basic insight that communication
is fundamental to building trust and a deep relationship with all stakeholders.
5IF$&0DPNNVOJDBUFTPODFJOBRVBSUFSXJUI
BMM UIF TUBGG NFNCFST PO UIF 7JTJPO  .JTTJPO 
7BMVFT &UIJDT (PBMTBOE1FSGPSNBODF5BSHFUT 
QPTJUJPO PG +45 JO UFSNT PG #VTJOFTT 3FTVMUT 
(SPXUI BOE .BSLFU 4IBSF 5IF 'VODUJPOBM
Heads on regular basis shares the expectations
with their respective teams to further drill down
and bring the deliverables into action.
5IF4FOJPS7JDF1SFTJEFOUo*3)3%DPNNVOJDBUFTXJUIUIFXPSLNFOPO7JTJPO .JTTJPOBOE
7BMVFTBOEUIFJSSPMFTJOGVMmMMJOHUIF7JTJPO5IJT
communication is done once in every six months
and all workmen are covered. Besides the
Department Heads of the various product

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

groups, IR, WCM and Safety communicates
with workmen in a structured way to promote
the culture of creativity and innovation with safe
work practices and discipline.
Our management has instituted various reward
schemes to motivate employees to fully participate in these activities. We have varieties of
recognition schemes. Regular campaigns are
NBEF UP JNQSPWF BOE PQUJNJ[F DPTU  RVBMJUZ 
QSPEVDUJWJUZ  BOE TBGFUZ 5IFTF SFDPHOJUJPO
mechanisms are reviewed regularly and
improved.

LABOR MANAGEMENT
RELATIONS

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH & SAFETY
Security and safety of the
workplace is of primary
importance
“Our strategy is designed to
tackle the root causes of major
incidents and to create a
mature safety culture across
JST.”
0)4"4  CBTFE NBOBHFNFOU TZTUFN JT
deployed to ensure adherence to continual
improvement and total employee involvement in
addressing the challenge of safety and
occupational health. Our employees are
represented in health and safety committees and
continually monitor working conditions at our
facilities and report any issues to management.

5P JNQSPWF MBCPVS NBOBHFNFOU SFMBUJPOT  XF
adopt open door policy which allows for free and
fair discussions on issues such as health and
safety, terms and conditions of health and safety
and other speciﬁc concerns.
%FTQJUFUIFQSFTFODFPGPQFSBUJOHVOJPOT +45
has been able to maintain cordial & harmonious
SFMBUJPOT XJUI JUT XPSLGPSDF " UPUBM  PG PVS
employees are covered by collective bargaining
agreements.
While minimum notice period of 42 days related
UP PQFSBUJPOBM DIBOHF BT QFS *% "DU  JT
followed, it is not speciﬁed in collective
bargaining agreements, we communicate such
changes during our employee meetings.

+45 IBT XFMM FTUBCMJTIFE QFSJPEJDBM )FBMUI
Checking Systems for all its employees covering
TUBGG BOE XPSLNFO  PG PVS XPSLNFO BSF
DPWFSFEVOEFS&4*GBDJMJUJFT1SFFNQMPZNFOUIFBMUI
examination is necessary for both staff and
workmen. Monitoring of noise level, air & water
RVBMJUZBSFFOTVSFE1SPQFSWFOUJMBUJPO JMMVNJOBUJPO
and ergonomics are also given its due importance
BU+45
We undertake audiometry tests every year for those
workmen who are working in places where noise
level is above 90 db, once these tests are
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completed, the workmen are advised appropriately
PO QSFDBVUJPO BOE DBSFCZ B DPOTVMUBOU &/5
Specialist at the factory premises, we also
undertake:
t 5FTUT UP EFUFDU BOZ BCOPSNBMJUZ GPS UIF workNFO XPSLJOH JO EVTUZ BSFBT WJ[ #M 3& 
1VMNPOBSZ'VODUJPO5FTU .POUFVY5FTU -JWFS
'VODUJPO 5FTU  $IFTU 93": 1" WJFX  4UPPM
3&FUDFWFSZZFBS
t 4QFDJmD UFTUT GPS XPSLNFO IBOEMJOH DIFNJDBMT WJ[ #M GPS 3&  6SFB  $SFBUJOJOF  $ISPNJVNJO#MBOE6SJOF $IFTU93":1"WJFX 
1VMNPOBSZ 'VODUJPO 5FTU BOE -JWFS GVODUJPO
5FTU
t 4QFDJmDUFTUTGPSGPPEIBOEMFSTWJ[4UPPMGPS
3&  #M GPS 3&  .BOUFVY UFTU  $IFTU 93":
1"WJFX #MGPS-'5 )#T"(FUDBOESPVUJOF
4LJOBOE&ZFDIFDLVQ
t &ZF DIFDLVQ GPS BMM ESJWFST JODMVEJOH UIPTF
operating fork lifts, pay loader truck, tractor,
and ambulance annually and bi-annually for
those who are more than 45 years of age..
+45 DFMFCSBUFT 4BGFUZ XFFL GSPN  o UI .BSDI
every year with a lot of enthusiasm and vigour.
Many programmes such as Safety Rally, Safety
0BUI  A/VLLBE /BUBL  4BGFUZ 5SBJOJOH  TFWFSBM
Heath Awareness programmes were conducted
during the celebrations.
Equipment and process related safety
Safety interlock systems are being incorporated in
all critical machines. Storage facility of raw
materials and ﬁnished product are clearly
demarcated. Fire sprinkler systems and hose reels
are installed in the Hackling & Carding section of
the Flax division for improving ﬁre protection. Clear
demarcation of emergency exits and walkways are
NBJOUBJOFE "MM SFMFWBOU 11&T BSF QSPWJEFE UP UIF
workmen and continuous engagement with all
concerned to use it appropriately.
Conscious efforts are made to go beyond
compliance and follow best industry practices.
&NQMPZFFT BSF FODPVSBHFE UP VTF HSJFWBODF BOE
whistle blower mechanisms to bring forward
actions and conditions that negatively impact
safety and occupational health.
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"DDPSEJOH UP UIF 0)4 BOE OPX 7JCFT
mOEJOHT PGFNQMPZFFTQFSDFJWFUIF#VTJOFTT
Units to be a conducive and safe place for women
to work,this has also aided in an increase in the
total number of female employees.
We have reviewed our group’s safety policy in the
reporting year and the accompanying standards
TVDIBT0)4"4BOE4"BOESFTVMUBOU
QSPDFTTFT8FBMTPDPOEVDU&)4BVEJUBOEBQQSPQSJBUFBDUJPOTXFSFUBLFO"U+45 XFIBWFGPSNFE
eight health and safety committee comprising 126
NFNCFST PG XIJDI  IBWF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO GSPN
workers. Some of the areas of concerns raised by
workers have been unsafe work conditions. We are
working to address these.
OHS risks of the respective areas are analysis
UISPVHI '.&" 'BJMVSF .PEF  &GGFDU "OBMZTJT  JO
UIF*.4JODMVEJOH0)4"44"4PNF
of the OHS issues of the respective areas are mentioned below.
t *OTUBMMBUJPOPGmSFTNPLFEFUFDUJPOBOEBMBSN
TZTUFNJOUIFnBYZBSOHPEPXO
t *OTUBMMBUJPO PG MJGF MJOF TZTUFN PWFS nBY ** BOE
store asbestos roofs to protect a person while
undertaking any job on the roof.
t "VUPNBUJDmSFEFUFDUJPOQSPUFDUJPOTZTUFN
have been installed at main administration
building to protect valuable documents from
ﬁre.
t .BOVBM DBMM QPJOUT IBWF CFFO JOTUBMMFE BU
twenty four emergency exit points to create
awareness during any emergency.
*O':BOETVCTFRVFOUMZJO': BOVNCFSPG
projects were undertaken such as:
5IF SPMMJOH PVU PG &OWJSPONFOU  )FBMUI 4BGFUZ
programs and projects in FY15 included undertaking awareness sessions
t 1BJOUJOH BOE QPTUFS DPNQFUJUJPO PO TBGFUZ 
TBGFUZ BXBSET  SFXBSET GPS [FSP BDDJEFOU 
abnormality and warning sign identiﬁcation.
5IJT QMBO IBT IFMQFE UP TUSFOHUIFO UIF JODJEFOU
reporting, improvement of injury rates, lost day
SBUFT  BCTFOUFF SBUFT BOE .JOPS -5* SBUFT GPS PVS
employees, contractors.

RESPONSIBLE STEWARDSHIP

"TBOFYUFOTJPOPGUIF&NQMPZFFT3FMBUJPOship Management facilities to the contractors,
all the contract workmen are provided with
6OJGPSN 11&TJODMVEJOH4BGFUZ4IPFT5IFZ
BSFBMTPSFXBSEFEGPSQBSUJDJQBUJPOJO,BJ[FO
5IFSFBSFOPDBTFTPGXPSLFSTXIPBSFJOWPMWFEJO
occupational activities with high incidence or high
risk of speciﬁc diseases.
We are still in the process of strengthening our risk
analysis frameworks, incident reporting and manBHFNFOU PG LFZ SJTLT JODMVEJOH SPMMJOH PVU PG &)4
programmes and projects so that we improve our
performance on injury rates, lost day rates, absenUFF SBUFT BOE .JOPS -5* SBUFT GPS PVS FNQMPZFFT 
contractors.
+45 IBT B TZTUFN GPS IB[BSE JEFOUJmDBUJPO  FNFSHFODZ QSFQBSFEOFTT  NBOEBUPSZ VTBHF PG 11&T 
USBJOJOHPOmSFmHIUJOH BOEmSFFYUJOHVJTIFST5SBJOJOHGPSBEIFSFODFUPVTBHFPG11&TCZFNQMPZFFT
and contract hands are conducted on regular basis
for all.
t .BOEBUPSZ XPSL QFSNJUT BSF JTTVFE UP DPOtract employees for working at heights, high
risk locations and working in areas with high
temperature. Safety audits are conducted
with employee participation in various Safety
Promotion Activities.

“In FY15, we provided 2,286
hours of training on
occupational health & safety
for all employees.”
7BSJPVT USBJOJOHT PO 0DDVQBUJPOBM )FBMUI BOE
Safety are provided. Besides that, the personnel
XPSLJOHBU+45SFDFJWFTPOKPCUSBJOJOHTPOPDDVpational health and safety regarding the risks
speciﬁc to operation.
t "MM FNQMPZFFT BUUFOE BO &)4 BXBSFOFTT
module with a refresher once every 3 years
/FXFOUSBOUTUPBUUFOEJOEVDUJPOQSPHSBNNF
JODMVEJOH &)4 NPEVMF CFGPSF TUBSUJOH BDUVBM
work)
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t "MM FNQMPZFFT JODMVEJOH DPOUSBDUPS FNQMPZFFT IBT UP BUUFOE FNFSHFODZ  mSF QSPDFEVSFTFWBDVBUJPOESJMMUSBJOJOH
t "MM FNQMPZFFT JODMVEJOH DPOUSBDUPS FNQMPZFFTXPSLJOHXJUIIB[BSEPVTFRVJQNFOU FH
forklifts, mobile crane, pneumatic hammer,
etc.) or in high risk areas (e.g. working with
chemicals, insecticides, conﬁned spaces,
IJHI QSFTTVSF  IJHI UFNQFSBUVSF WFTTFMT 
working at height, welding & gas cutting job,
excavation, demolition etc.) will have speciﬁc
&)4USBJOJOHSFMBUFEUPUIFIB[BSET
Presently we do not supervise our contractors and
conduct audits for assessing their occupational
health and safety systems or hand hold them to
improve the same. In the next two years, we will
EFQMPZQSPHSBNNFTUPBTTFTTBOEUPJNQSPWF&OWJronment, Health and Safety Management in operations.
 Injury Rate (<24 Hrs)  Absentee Rate (1-3 days)  Lost Day Rate (>3 days)

21.36

8.3
3.38
0
Male

0

0

Female

ANTI-COMPETITIVE
BEHAVIOUR,
ANTI-TRUST
5IFSFIBWFCFFOOPEJTQVUFT TBODUJPOTPSmOFTGPS
any form of non-compliance with laws and
regulations related to anti competitive behaviour.

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
“Our mission is “To create value
for all stakeholders”

Planning: Identify
stakeholders and
their interests

We have identiﬁed our stakeholders who are
impacted by our business based on peer review,
internal expertise, past experiences, surveys and
inﬂuence on organization. We consider stakeholder
engagement as an integral part of our business.In
order to fulﬁll this mission we have identiﬁed the
value drivers for all our stakeholders. Understanding stakeholder concerns and expectations enables
us to partner with them effectively, co create and
share the value.
Under our business excellence frameworks the
“Stakeholder Satisfaction and Benchmarking” is
one of the important business elements. We regularly monitor the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
that include Return on net worth, Employee Satisfaction, Customer Satisfaction, and Global Satisfaction etc. under this framework. A structured
process of benchmarking covering the value drivers
like proﬁtability, other ﬁnancial indicators with the
competitors, conversion cost structure. Operation
performance and the benchmarking of generic
processes like HRM, HRD, Employee engagement
etc. help us to identify improvement opportunities.

Determine
effectiveness of
engagement

Engaging with
stakeholders

Make well
informed
decisions
t

Formation of EXCOM- Executive committee of
senior leadership team to review long-term strategic choices, start new initiatives and review progress with clear focus on business growth.

t

Reorganization of companywide WCM – Business Excellence promotion committee and cross
functional business element teams with clear
focus on improvement of processes and systems.

t

As a part of the annual review of value creation
processes for improvement and for identiﬁcation of
new areas of value creation, several proactive initiatives were undertaken and inputs from relevant
stakeholders were incorporated.

Collaboration with Suppliers: Our main raw
material constitutes more than 70% of product
cost. We established strategic partnership with the
suppliers and signed long term formula based
contracts with the supplier, for assured volumes of
raw material.

t

During the years, we have leveraged our strengths
and enhanced our learning through synergy and
collaboration with all stake holders. These collaborative efforts have driven our business growth.
During the global economic crisis when others were
groping in the dark, we focused on the following
new collaborative initiatives:

Collaboration with Bankers: Through proactive
information sharing and relentless conﬁdence
building initiatives we successfully restructured our
loans without any security and maintained the
credit limits even at the peak of crisis when all
banks were reducing credit limits and demanding
repayment of loans due to low market conﬁdence.

t

Collaboration with Employees: One of our key
HR strategies during the years has been the “shop
ﬂoor excellence” through qualitative engagement
of employees at all levels. Through structured
communication sessions on current business
situation, imparting training to employees on loss
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reduction activities and initiatives on empowerment and delegation, the daily management on
the shop ﬂoor was strenghthened in all areas
where quality improvement and loss reduction
projects were taken up.
Collaboration with Communities: The key communities’ needs are systematically identiﬁed through
interaction with the leading community members,
community satisfaction surveys and the “Community
Meet” that we organize in our company. We review
our strategic plan and initiate more focused activities
to achieve higher community satisfaction

Our current stakeholder interactions are need based,
these interactions are also used to take on board
their views, identify potential risks, trends and opportunities.
We have tried to address sustainability concerns
expressed through strengthening our engagement
platforms and integrating the same into our business
strategy thus protecting our social license to operate
and enhancing our reputation as a responsible organization.

Following were the mode of communications and stakeholders concerns addressed in the reporting
period::
Stakeholders

Mode of communication,
Frequency of meeting

Suppliers

Emails, phone calls,
one-on-one meetings. Ongoing

Payment terms, new business

Customers

Emails, phone calls,
one-on-one meetings. Ongoing

Timely delivery, product quality,
value-added products

Employees

Emails, phone calls,
one-on-one meetings. Ongoing

Increments, promotions, amenities,
work satisfaction, safety, training

Local community

One on one meetings

Employment for locals, expansion of
CSR activities, environmental impacts

Banker

Emails, phone calls,
one-on-one meetings. Ongoing

New loan off take
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To further strengthening the stakeholder engagement, we have taken cognizance of our stakeholder
concerns and prioritized issues that were material and incorporated this knowledge to actively seek
ways to create and share value with each of our stakeholders. We have developed and began
deploying the stakeholder engagement processes as below:
Stakeholder Group

Concerns

1. Customers







t
t
t
t
t
t


5JNFMZ%FMJWFSZ
2VBMJUZ
1SJDJOH
1PTU4BMFT4VQQPSU
1SPEVDU3FMBUFE$FSUJmDBUJPOT
&)4.BOBHFNFOU4ZTUFNT


t
t
t
t
t
t
t

$VTUPNFS'FFECBDL
$VTUPNFS4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZ
1IPOFDBMMT &NBJMTBOE.FFUJOHT
4JHOFE$POUSBDUT
&YIJCJUJPOT &WFOUT
$VTUPNFS7JTJUT
8FCTJUFT

2. Employees & Labor Unions







t
t
t
t
t
t
t

'BJS8BHFTBOE3FXBSET
8PSLMJGF#BMBODF
5SBJOJOH4LJMM%FWFMPQNFOU
$BSFFS(SPXUI
0DDVQBUJPOBM)FBMUIBOE4BGFUZ
+PC4FDVSJUZ
5SBOTQBSFOU$PNNVOJDBUJPO

t
t
t
t
t
t

&NBJMTBOE.FFUJOHT
*OUSBOFU1PSUBMT
&NQMPZFF4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZT
5SBJOJOH1SPHSBNT
1FSGPSNBODF"QQSBJTBM3FWJFXT
(SJFWBODF3FESFTTBM.FDIBOJTNT

3. Suppliers






t
t
t
t



5JNFMZ1BZNFOU
$POUJOVJUZPG0SEFST
$BQBDJUZ#VJMEJOH
5SBOTQBSFODZ



t
t
t
t
t
t

&NBJMTBOE.FFUJOHT
7FOEPS"TTFTTNFOU3FWJFX
4VQQMJFS"VEJUT
4JHOFE$POUSBDUT
5SBJOJOH8PSLTIPQTBOE4FNJOBST
4PDJBM(BUIFSJOHT

4. Communities



t -PDBM&NQMPZNFOU
t &OWJSPONFOUBM1PMMVUJPO$POUSPM
t *OGSBTUSVDUVSF%FWFMPQNFOU




t 5SBJOJOH-JWFMJIPPE1SPHSBNT
t 1BSUJDJQBUJPOJO4PDJBM4FSWJDFT

5. Investors & Shareholders





t
t
t
t
t

6. Governments & Regulatory 
Bodies




t 5BYBOE3PZBMUJFT
t $PNQMJBODFUP-BXT
Regulations
t &NQMPZNFOU
t 1PMMVUJPO1SFWFOUJPO
t -PDBM&DPOPNZ(SPXUI

t "OOVBM3FQPSUT
t $PNNVOJDBUJPOXJUI3FHVMBUPSZ
Bodies
t 'PSNBM%JBMPHVFT

7. Media




t
t



t
t
t
t
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4VTUBJOBCMF(SPXUI3FUVSOT
3JTL.BOBHFNFOU
$PSQPSBUF(PWFSOBODF
.BSLFU4IBSF
0QFSBUJPOBM1FSGPSNBODF

$PNNVOJUZ3FMBUJPOT
8PSLQMBDF4BGFUZBOE8FMMCFJOH



Engagement Mode

t 5SBJOJOH8PSLTIPQT
t 3FHVMBS.FFUJOHT
t /FFE"TTFTTNFOU4BUJTGBDUJPO
Surveys
t $433FQPSUT

t #PBSE.FFUJOHT
t "OOVBM3FQPSUT
t 8FCTJUF

4PDJBM.FEJB
1SFTT3FMFBTFT
*OUFSWJFXT
8FCTJUF
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MESSAGE FROM HEAD PROCUREMENT
“Procurement at JST is managed responsibility with sustainability at the centre.”
3FTQPOTJCMF1SPDVSFNFOUGPS+45NFBOTo

t *OUFSOBMBOEFYUFSOBMTVQQMJFSGFFECBDLTZTUFN

t 4VQQMJFSTBEIFSJOHUPGBJSTPDJBMBOETPVOEFOWJronmental practices

Growth in business cannot be ours alone and we
must ensure that our stakeholders grow with us. As
we grow our business and adhere to international
best practices we will also increase engagement
with our supply chain on sustainability concerns
and, wherever possible, inﬂuence the behaviour or
change our suppliers to bring about more sustainable business practices.

t *NQSPWJOHSFTPVSDFFGmDJFODJFTJONBOVGBDUVSJOH
and products
t %FMJWFSJOHGBJSWBMVFUPTVQQMJFST
t 1SFGFSFODFUPMPDBMTVQQMJFST

We need to partner with businesses; large and
small that shares our commitment to health, safety,
the environment, communities, integrity, cost effectiveness, quality and human rights. We need our
suppliers to share expertise to help shape new
ways of doing things and identify opportunities for
innovation and continuous improvement. We are
committed to a sustainable supply chain with a
focus on safety, economic prosperity, social wellbeing, environmental stewardship and strong governance.

- Mr. Sachin Kumar
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PROCUREMENT
PRACTICES
We always prefer sourcing of materials and equipment locally, i.e. from India. Since raw material is
not available locally, the same is imported. Our
spending on local sourcing has been consistently
increasing over last few years. In FY 15 our spending on local procurement increased to 7.40% from
4.83% of previous year.
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CFO’S MESSAGE
Delivering Optimum
Value to Stakeholders
“The inclusion of sustainability
BQHSDQH@HMQHRJHCDMSHkB@SHNMG@R
brought climate change to the
forefront”
There is an increased focus on sustainability initiatives over the past couple of years in our business.
The deployment of the sustainability dashboards,
have brought greater focus on the analysis of
sustainability related initiatives. This has enabled us
to integrate sustainability into the management of
business, which in turn has resulted in ﬁnancial
gains.

The focus on water and energy consumption, wste
reduction have the potential to become signiﬁcant
ﬁnancial gains, besides bringing greater operational
excellence in the years to come. Further, risks and
mitigating actions, related to sustainability and
actions on future prooﬁng of business will address
the long term viability of business with improved
business results delivering greater value to all the
stakeholders.
With our focus on being a responsible business, we
are exploring various areas to minimize our environmental footprint.
t 8F IBWF TUBSUFE DBQUVSJOH BOE NPOJUPSJOH
expenditures incurred towards environmental
protection, transportation and business travel;
t 8FBSFTFUUJOHBTJEFGVOETUPXBSETJOWFTUNFOUT
in new projects and improving our environmental
performance.
t 8FIBWFTFUBTJEFGVOETGPSJNQSPWJOHUIFMJWFT
of the immediate community around the units.
With our focused approach on sustainability, we
believe that we will emerge as a responsible business delivering long term sustainable and proﬁtable
growth.

- Mr. Vardharajan V
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DELIVERING
ECONOMIC VALUE
“Leveraging sustainability to
increase our value proposition”

add to our shareholders, our internal stakeholders
JFJUTFNQMPZFFT BOEPVSFYUFSOBMTUBLFIPMEFSTo
customers, suppliers and the broader economic
community.

We quantify and analyze the economic value we
Direct Economic Value Generated and Distributed
Parameters

Currency

FY14

FY15

Rs in cr

1,301.93

1,439.85

Rs in cr

1,037.17

1,061.65

Economic Value Generated
Revenues
Economic Value Distributed
Operating Costs
Employee Wages and Benefits

Rs in cr

93.02

107.63

Rs in Lac

-

95.35

Rs in cr

17.36

23.31

Subsidies

Rs in cr

13.49

10.12

Financial incentives

Rs in cr

23.28

21.60

Community Development Expenditures
Payments to Providers of Capital
Finance Cost
Financial Assistance Received from Government

INDIRECT ECONOMIC
IMPACTS
+45IBTCFFOJO3JTISBGPSPWFSZFBSTBOEFOKPZT
a long standing relationship with all its stakeholders
including but not limited to the media, local
government, employees customers, suppliers, and
local communities. Our company policies reﬂects
our mission of generating value for all, the
employment policy of the company is to give
maximum employment to people from the local and
surrounding community. We have provided below a
gist of our actions Today we have a workforce of
3,774 employees, out of which 80% of the
employees are from the surrounding community.
We outsource services like security, fabrication,
gardening, cleaning, and a few other maintenance
jobs to the locals and have given priority to the
neighboring industries and establishments while
exploring agencies for these services.
Today, we give a regular business of INR 84.99
crore per year to local vendors and establishments
and thereby supporting local economy in every
way possible.
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All community initiatives have been undertaken in
the vicinity of the unit.

ENVIRONMENTAL
EXPENDITURES
Measuring expenditure on environmental compliance, prevention and mitigation today will lead to
right evaluation of investments into cleaner and
greener options
We monitor environmental expenditure towards:
t 0OTJUF QFSTPOOFM GPS NBOBHFNFOU PG FOWJSPOmental activities
t 0QFSBUJPO PG USFBUNFOU FRVJQNFOU BOE XBTUF
management
t &OWJSPONFOUBMUSBJOJOH
t 0QFSBUJOH DPTU TVDI BT QFSNJU BQQMJDBUJPOT 
environmental consultants etc.
t .FBTVSFTXIFOPQFSBUJPOTBSFEJTDPOUJOVFE
Our total environmental management expenditure
accounted for INR 8.9 Cr in FY 15.
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SUPPLIERS
Supply Chain – Our Pillar of
Strength
With an extensive global supply chain, there is a risk
that some suppliers or subcontractors may not
comply with rules and regulations pertaining to the
environment, working conditions and human rights.
8FUBLFVUNPTUDBSFXIJMFTDSFFOJOHOFXFYJTUJOH
suppliers.
Our supply chain and procurement policy has been
reviewed in the reporting period and identiﬁes
sustainability issues that need to be considered
while evaluating new and existing suppliers. We
procure our chemicals and dyestuff from REACHcompliant suppliers who manage their manufacturing with minimal use of harmful chemicals and do
so responsibly.
To build sustainable business relationships with our
supplier, we require all our suppliers to conform to
the environmental, social and economic requirements. We plan to increase the number of structured engagements with our supply chain on
sustainability concerns. These requirements form
an integral part of any commercial agreement
CFUXFFO+45BOEPVSTVQQMJFS
Our training sessions, supplier day events and
brieﬁngs aim to build knowledge and commitment
among our suppliers. Similarly joint improvement
initiatives with customers and suppliers are taken in
developing new product/ newer application of
product or facilitate processes at customers' end.
We have adopted sustainability criteria according to
the level of risk associated with the business
contract. None of the suppliers were screened and
evaluated using environmental, labour practices,
human rights and society criteria in the reporting
period. However, in FY16 we will initiate the screening of new and existing suppliers using such criteria, analyse their performance on these counts,
conduct impact (such as environmental, labour
practices, human rights and society) assessmentand create an action plan for improvement in
areas of concern in the coming years.
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KEY PLAYERS IN OUR
SUPPLY CHAIN
Linen Yarn: 'MBY'JCSFo'SBODF#FMHJVN
Wool Tops: Greasy Wool - Australia
Worsted Yarn: 1PMZFTUFSo5SFWJSB (FSNBOZ 8PPM
o5FDIXPPM "VTUSBMJB #8,(FSNBOZ

SUPPLIERS ARE
MANAGED FOR
SUSTAINABLE BENEFITS
In our business supplier rationalization is successfully implemented to build strategic relationship with
key vendors and thereby timely supply of all materials is ensured round the year. We have successfully
JNQMFNFOUFE 7FOEPS .BOBHFE *OWFOUPSZ 7.* 
system for few key consumables. At the moment,
vendors are managing our inventory bank at units
for items such as bearings, toothed belts, card
board boxes, plastic cones etc. This has also
SFTVMUFEJOSFEVDUJPOPGJOWFOUPSZPCTPMFUFJUFNT
Plans for improving our inventory reduction
program has been chalked out and the same is in
process of implementation.
The process of performance evaluation of vendors
along with efforts to assist them in performance
improvement is integrated in our supplier engagement approach.
Through continuous evaluation of suppliers and
judging their reliability, the business has enhanced
its partnership with suppliers through structured
approaches like joint improvement projects. One of
the best examples of such a project entered into by
the business is to procure wool at auction by representations through two of its suppliers.
5IJT IBT SFTVMUFE JO RVBMJUZ JNQSPWFNFOU  DPTU 
inventory reduction. It has also helped in signiﬁcantly bringing down the risk of loss in inventory
due to high price volatility of wool ﬁbre. Not only
with suppliers, we have also initiated few joint
improvement projects with customers and this has
proved to be very beneﬁcial.
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COMMUNITIES
Based on the consumption pattern, the critical
suppliers have been identiﬁed as the ones which
comprises more than 80% of the annual consumption in value terms, namely as under:
Stores & Consumables:
t Packing Materials
t%ZFT$IFNJDBMT
Several long term contracts are developed for
procurement of major items (both raw materials as
well as stores) which in turn helps in inventory
reduction.

SUPPLIER ENGAGEMENT
"U+45 TVQQMJFSSBUJPOBMJ[BUJPOJTTVDDFTTGVMMZJNQMFmented to build strategic relationship with key
suppliers and thereby timely supply of all materials
is ensured round the year.
For reliability enhancement of the suppliers, periodical “on-site visit” to suppliers premises is done to
assess their capability to meet our requirements on
continuous basis. Further, we also invite vendors to
understand our system requirements. Strength and
area of improvements are discussed and relevant
information is collected. This informationis reviewed
for evaluations and at the time of renewal of
contracts.
-POH UFSN DPOUSBDUT BSF CFJOH FTUBCMJTIFE .06 
at a Group level for products such as switch gears,
FMFDUSJDBM NPUPST  QBJOUT  PJMT MVCSJDBOUT  FMFDtrodes, andbearings.

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Systematic order tracking systems enables our
better production planning and scheduling, this
helps us to work towards achieving 100% OTIF (On
Time in Full).
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SMILES ALL AROUND
Our social responsibility has a direct synergy with
our business goals. At present, we have operations
at only one location and we are engaging with community in the vicinity .
To create awareness on environment the unit has
been observing environment week on a yearly basis
and have also taken initiatives to increase green
cover in and around its factory premises at Rishra.
As a part of social welfare activities we have been
DPOEVDUJOH WBSJPVT IFBMUI DBNQT SFMBUFE UP o
Hepatitis-A, B and Typhoid, Micro surgery, spectacles distribution, blood donation, etc., beneﬁting
the vulnerable sections of the society residing at
Rishra. We also have community health care
centers, where the poor people can get medical
treatment at subsidized rates.
Wehave been supporting an orphanage and a
community school at Barasat, where the children
from the poor families get free education and also
support vocational training centers for the poor
women at Rishra and Barasat.
(2) Community Support: The organization has been
giving opportunities to the students from various
SFQVUFE JOTUJUVUFT MJLF 7JTXB#IBSBUJ  *48#. BOE
other local B schools for various studies and
assignments as a part of their internship.
(3) To develop bonding with the locals we also invite
locals for team building exercises, Internal Sports
Day and Get Togethers.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

t&EVDBUJPOPGDIJMESFO
t#BTJD)FBMUI$BSFTFSWJDFT
Based on the identiﬁed areas our focus in FY15
was on the following community interventions:

EDUCATION
IMPACT ASSESSMENT ON
COMMUNITIES
We are an integral part of the region we operate in
and wish to contribute signiﬁcantly to its economy.
Our operations draw large quantities of energy,
water and rawmaterials, and generate emissions
and substantial wastestreams. Our operations
impact is also felt indirectly, such as volumes of
trafﬁc from inbound and outbound logistics. In
response to these issues, our factories have taken
necessary precautionary measures to minimize any
adverse impacts, and have certiﬁed environmental
management systems in place which ensures that
such impacts on the environment and society are
mitigated.
There is no signiﬁcant actual or potential negative
impacts on local communities as result of our
operations.
There has not been any complaint from the community regarding our operations during the reporting period.

MEETINGS AND
GREETINGS
Community Interaction and
Satisfaction
The key communities’ and their needs are systematically identiﬁed through interaction with the leading community members, community satisfaction
surveys and the baseline surveys that we organize
regularly in our company.
t 'PMMPXJOH BSF QSJNBSZ BSFBT PG DPODFSO JO UIF
surrounding community. Basic literacy
t4VTUBJOBCMFMJWFMJIPPET
t8PNFOTXFMGBSF
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Project Gyanarajan: Free professional coaching
JO TDJFODF TVCKFDUT GPS CPBSE FYBNT  KPJOU
entrance exams to children of underprivileged families studying in government aided WBSE schools.
5IFQSPKFDUCFOFmUFEPWFSTUVEFOUTBU3JTISB
Barasat.

HEALTH CARE
Pulse Polio Drive - A total of ﬁverounds of Pulse
polio
immunization
were
organized
at
3JTISB#BSBTBUXJUIUIFIFMQPGUIF3JTISB.VOJDJQBMJUZ  ,BEBNHBDDIJ QBODIBZBU JO UIF SFQPSUJOH
priod. During these pulse polio drives over 11,000
children up to 5 years of age were covered under
polio camps. All the children in 23 wards of Rishra
municipality were covered across 35 Booths and
four transit points at Rishra and about 350 children
were covered at the polio booth in the Radha
Krishna temple premises at Pirgacchiin Barasat.
Rishra leprosy-5#"*%4DPOUSPMQSPKFDU 3*4-&1 
SFWJFXNFFU"GUFSUIFTVDDFTTGVMMBVODIPG3*4-&1
followed by an extensive baseline survey done in 23
wards of Rishra Municipality, the joint review of the
QSPKFDU XBT EPOF BU +45 $POGFSFODF )BMM PO 
+VOF
Project “NirmalGhar” the rural household
toilet construction: The basic objective of the
project was to create an open defecation - free
village by ensuring access to individual household
toilets to the villagers and reduce malnutrition in
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infants due to water borne diseases from contamination of water bodies. A total of 150 household
toilets were successfully constructed in two villages
)BSQBSB  .BEIBCQVS PG #FSCFSJB QBODIBZBU PG
Amdanga block in Barasat in the reporting period.

452 students has been successfully enrolled into
WPDBUJPOBMUSBJOJOHDPVSTFTPGQSPKFDU,"64)"-:"
and 319 students have been either successfully
placed for jobs or got self-employed after successful completion of the course.

Free cataract screening & IOL surgery camps:
A free screening camp was organized at the Aditya
#JSMB7BOJ#IBSBUJ4DIPPMQSFNJTFTJODPMMBCPSBUJPO
with the Rotary Club of Kolkata Yuvis and with
support from M P Birla Eye Clinic in the reporting
period. During the camp total of 162 patients were
enrolled out of which 102 patients were identiﬁed to
be suffering from cataract.

Project “ANYA” was also launched in the reporting
period, the project aimed to provide training to
under privileged women on use of jute to develop
articles like bags and set up production units thus
creating sustainable livelihoods. With this initiative
now atleast 30 women are ensured income and are
able to earn an amount of about Rs. 4,000/- to
Rs.5,000/- on monthly basis.

SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOODS

SOCIAL CAUSES

Project KAUSHALYA: Skill Development
We have also partnered with Confederation of
*OEJBO *OEVTUSZ $**  GPS UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG #1-
households in the reporting period. The prime issue
of concern was impaired development of youth
from socially and economically weaker families.
$**FYUFOEFEBMMTVQQPSUGPSTFUUJOHVQPG7PDBUJPOBM
5SBJOJOH $FOUSFT BU 3JTISB  #BSBTBUBOE JNQBSU
training to the marginalized youth on the following
trades:
t#10
t3FUBJM4BMFT
t#FBVUZ)BJS$BSF #)$
t&MFDUSJDBMT
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We have supported various social causes like
promotion of blood donation camps, awareness
HFOFSBUJPOPOESFBEGVMEJTFBTFTMJWF-FQSPTZ5#
AIDS in schools, distribution of blankets to the
PSQIBOBHFIPNFT DIFTJSFIPNFPMEBHFIPNFT
BOEDPMMFDUJPOESJWFTBU+45UPTVQQPSUSFMJFGDBNQT
during major natural disasters.

“JST as the most favoured
employer and a community
friendly company: Social Satisfaction Survey”
The social satisfaction survey is carried out every
year. Findings are reviewed at the highest level and
appropriate steps are taken to increase the satisfaction index in the identiﬁed areas. The survey
helps us in identifying the surrounding community
needs.
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MESSAGE FROM
SBU HEAD- LINEN FABRIC
Customer at the centre of our
business
The traditional model in which business exists
solely to generate proﬁts has changed. Now, companies are still expected to be proﬁtable, but they
are also expected to be an active participant — if
not a driving force — in solving urgent social and
environmental problems
At the core of this trend is the fact that consumers
and the general public are not satisﬁed with businesses that focus solely on short-term proﬁt maximisation. People want businesses to be far more
considerate of broad based human needs.

In this context ‘sustainability’ refers to a business
philosophy customer centricity based on balancing
ﬁnancial, social and environmental considerations.
In line with that we have come a long way from the
day when sustainability was seen as another
project to today when it has become a way of life
within the fabric division. Be it procurement, manufacturing or packaging, we have tried to imbibe the
sustainability initiative within the fabric business
DNA in each and every step of the value chain,
ﬁnally delivering it to the end consumer so that we
are able to build a sustainable, customer centric
CVTJOFTTCSBOE
Applying sustainability practices to your business
can contribute to a successful differentiation strategy in the marketplace.
- Mr. Jasvinder Kataria
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PRODUCTS
Value and Ethics Driven Products and Services
As a responsible citizen, we strive to be the
customer’s business partner of choice. We are
committed to fulﬁlling the present needs and anticipating the unmet needs of our customers. Our
customer relationship management is process
driven and is focused at creating value for customers.

very high imperfection. Our in-house team of marketing and production in close interaction and feedback from customers developed linen yarn suitable
for circular knitting.
Our sustainability drive has also made us reposition
ourselves from being a brand who was establishing
the linen category in India by educating the
DPOTVNFSTBCPVUUIFEJGGFSFOUBUUSJCVUFTPG-JOFOUP
positioning the brand as a lifestyle brand with the
UBHMJOFi-JWFUIF-JOFO-JGFw*UDPOOPUFTJOTQJSFT
the customers to expect beyond the best the life
has to offer. This positioning we believe will connect and engage emotionally with consumers, and
take it one step further and create a roadmap for a
more sustainable Brand.

The team focuses on:
t 6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFNBSLFUFOWJSPONFOUJOUFSNT
of Customers / Competitors / Consumers
t .BSLFUBTTFTTNFOUJOUFSNTPG.BSLFU1SPEVDU
Segmentation / Service Orientation
t /FX1SPEVDU%FTJHO%FWFMPQNFOU
t $VTUPNFS4BUJTGBDUJPO4VSWFZ"OBMZTJT
t .FBTVSJOHDVTUPNFSEFMJHIUJOEFYPOUIFCBTJT
of Prompt Response / Services / Consistent
 2VBMJUZ0O5JNFJO'VMM%FMJWFSZ
Taking cues from customers and the markets, the
business has successfully developed and offered
new products to the market, ahead of its competition. An example in this case would be developing
VTBHF PG MJOFO ZBSO JO OFX TFHNFOUT o LOJUUJOH 
women’s ethnic wear, accessories in close association with our customer.
Usage of linen yarn in circular knitting was very
difﬁcult due to inherent nature of this yarn having
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Our customer service team visits customers regularly, improving their end-product quality, taking
various trials to establish value added products,
and helping customer to improve their efﬁciency
etc. We are also on top of sectoral developments
as well as keep a close watch on national and international regulations. These inputs are analyzed and
become the driving force for product and quality
improvement, customization of products, and value
added product development.
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"U +45  UIF NBJO TUFQT JOWPMWFE JO OFX QSPEVDU
development includes :
1. Requirement deﬁnition based on changing
needs of consumers and annual Band Track,
product price portfolio, global/domestic trends
and competitor analysis.
2. Concept development involving semi bulk trials,
documentation of product speciﬁcations
3. Development and ﬁnalization on new productsboth in-house and outsourced.
4. Carrying
out
/development

commercial

production

5. Preparing launch plan, dispatch plan, evaluation,
feedback and corrective action
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CUSTOMER IS KING
For our customers, sustainability means we are
committed to providing the best quality 100% pure
-JOFOGBCSJDNBEFGSPN'SFODI#FMHJBOnBYmCSF
A key component of our sustainability effort has
been in leveraging our integrated capabilities of
making yarn to fabric and in the maximum possible
EFTJHOTSBOHFPGDPMPVSTJO-JOFOJOBSHVBCMZUIF
entire world and to meet our customers’ needs.
We believe in walking the talk and letting our
customers witness our work ﬁrst hand. We orgaOJ[FSFHVMBSQMBOUWJTJUTJO+45GPSPVSDVTUPNFSTUP
demonstrate our high standards of operation and
system management and strong quality commitment.
t Deliver value for our customers through creativity, innovation, productive relationship, quick
response and transparency in all that we engage
in
t 1SBDUJDF FUIJDBM CVTJOFTT QSJODJQMFT JO BMM
customers’ transactions
t 4VQQPSU PVS DVTUPNFST UISPVHI UFDIOJDBM
insights
t 4IBSFNBSLFUJOGPSNBUJPOUPIFMQPVSDVTUPNFST
gain timely insights and enable decision making
We treat the customers as king in true spirit by
offering customized products of varied speciﬁcations as per requirement of individual customers,
may be a top grade weaver of Italy having latest
model of loom or a small weaver of Srinagar (India)
having one or two orthodox looms to produce
scarf, a large knitter having fully automatic computer controlled knitting machines or a knitter from
Bangladesh having primitive hand ﬂat machines,
requiring completely different speciﬁcations and,
yet we are able to cater to all of them to their fullest
satisfaction.
Our initiative of new product development and
redesigning of existing products are most appreciated by our customers and it helps them to create
USP at their end and stay ahead of competition.
Our proactive effort of keeping entire range of products ready and colours have helped us to offer
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better lead time to our customers through elimination of colour mismatching after order conﬁrmation/
ﬁnalization of colour assortment. This has improved
business with new customers and enhanced
customer loyalty.
As a responsible and ethical supplier,
t 8F EFMJWFS TVTUBJOBCMF QSPEVDUT  DPNQSJTJOH PG
natural and recyclable materials, using superior
RVBMJUZEZFTDIFNJDBMTGSFFGSPNBOZIBSNGVM
substance, at the same time retaining its original
UPOFGSFTIOFTTUISPVHIPVUMJGFDZDMF
t "MM PVS QSPEVDUT BSF 0FLPUFY DFSUJmFE XIJDI
builds conﬁdence amongst our customers.
t 8FVTFNFUBMGSFFQBDLBHJOHNBUFSJBMTUPNBLF
sure there is an opportunity for complete recycling at our customers end.
t 8F IBWF HBJOFE SFQVUBUJPO BOE DPOmEFODF PG
our customers that all our input materials as well
as output products will conform to our declaration and speciﬁcations.
t 8FTIBSFQSJDFUSFOEBOENBSLFUTDFOBSJPJOSBX
material markets, foreign currency market
toalertour customers on probable change in
future which may impact yarn pricing.
t 8FQFSJPEJDBMMZWJTJUFBDIBOEFWFSZDVTUPNFSGPS
improved understanding.
t 8F MBCFM PVS QSPEVDUT XJUI SFRVJSFE TQFDJmDBtions, based on the requirement of customer
and provide documents related to packing to
our customers to facilitate easy handling at their
end.
t 8FDPOEVDUDVTUPNFSTBUJTGBDUJPOTVSWFZDPWFSing all signiﬁcant issues related to product quality
 TFSWJDFT  UP JEFOUJGZ UIF HBQ CFUXFFO PVS
performance and expectation of customers,
followed by action plan and implementation of
the same to move closer to customer expectations. We have also included sustainability
aspects in the customer satisfaction survey.
t 8F NBJOUBJO QSJWBDZ PG FBDI DVTUPNFS BOE EP
not share information to another customer or
agency.
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PRODUCT
INFORMATION

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
Customers are always encouraged to give feedback on the product quality or service, not only to
NBSLFUJOHDVTUPNFSTBUJTGBDUJPOUFBN $54 CVU
also to the SBU head directly.
The customer satisfaction survey is conducted
annually. We have redesigned the customer satisfaction form and included product health and safety
performance indicators including ‘in use’ stage..
Customers are asked to evaluate our performance
on the basis of consistency of quality, product
range, new product development, overall product
image, advertising, communication / responsiveness, customer handling / feedback, accuracy of
documents, etc. These evaluations are used and
compared with benchmark and targets, in evolving
improvement action plans for every parameter.
-JOFO$MVCJTFRVBMMZBDUJWFJOUIFEJHJUBMQMBUGPSNT
social media channels like facebook, twitter, etc.
for customer engagement. The customers are
updated with the latest availabilities and we also
seek their feedback on the products and services
we provide. This platform also enables us in
addressing the concerns of the customers and
work on further scope of improvement where it
exists. This is evident from the customer satisfaction score.
Customer Satisfaction
92.50%

91.37%

86%
73%

Linen Yarn

Linen Fabric
(Wholesellers
for the main
OTC business)

Linen Fabric
(EBOs)

65.33%

Wool Tops

Worsted Yarn

Although as a responsible procurer we track the
sourcing of our input materials, however we do not
provide information related to its use and disposal.
However both linen and wool being naturally bio
degradable, they do not pose a risk to the environment post disposal. Since linen and wool is
supplied as yarn, fabric, wool tops and worsted
yarn, it does not pose a hazard during transportation, storage or in use, there are no special product
labeling requirements. We provide information on
technical speciﬁcations of the product, delivery
UJNF  TUBUVT PG PSEFS  MPHJTUJDT SFMBUFE JTTVFT PO
the label.
During the reporting period, there were no cases
registered related to non-compliance concerning
product information and labeling or provision and
use of products with respect to regulation and
voluntary codes.

CUSTOMER PRIVACY
Customer privacy and security is a vital part of our
responsibility to customers and essential to our
relationship. Our customers trust us with their
personal information and their privacy. Protecting
that information and respecting their privacy is
fundamental to maintaining their trust. Our privacy
rules include conﬁdentiality of customer information, and controlled access to such information.
We are in the process of developing a framework to
further strengthen processes to protect customer
privacy. We have had no violations to customer
privacy in FY 15.
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CUSTOMER HEALTH
AND SAFETY
-JOFO :BSO  8PPM 5PQT BOE 8PSTUFE :BSO BSF
OEKO-TEX 100 certiﬁed, OEKO-TEX examines all
stages of production and tests for harmful
substances used in production systems to ensure
customer safety. Similarly chemicals and dyestuff
used in our production process are REACH compliant, another credible environmental good practice.
During the reporting period, there were no incidents
on non-compliance with regulations and voluntary
codes concerning health and safety impacts of
products and services.

WE DEMONSTRATE
GOOD PRACTICE IN
ADVERTISING AND
MARKETING
COMMUNICATION
To demonstrate responsibility and good practice in
commercial communications we have developed
and adopted guidelines on responsible advertising
and communications in line with principles of International Chamber of Commerce. Such selfregulation enables us to create, enhance and
preserve consumer trust and conﬁdence in the
business communities.
In FY15, there were no incidents or cases related to
marketing communications including advertising,
sponsorship or promotion.
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PAVING THE PATH FOR
FUTURE PROOFING
GLOBAL MEGA TRENDS
IMPACTING OUR
BUSINESS
We evidently see the following developments in
demographics, climate change and availability of
resources and input materials that exert pressures
on society and economy with material impact on
our business:

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE
By the year 2025, it is likely that there will be more than
a billion more people living on our planet, with global
population growing from 6.9 billion to reach 8.1 billion.
According to the United Nations, the population in
less developed countries is projected to rise from 5.4
billion in 2007 to 6.7 billion in 2025. In contrast, the
population of the developed world could decline but
for the projected net migration from developing to
developed countries, which is expected to average
2.3 million persons a year after 2010.
Demographic changes are certain, the proportion
of older people is projected to more than double
worldwide over the next half century.By 2025 over
20% of the populations of the EU, USA, Russia and
China will be over 60 years of age. This will signiﬁcantly impact manufacturing and also consumption.
The median age of the Indian consumer is 26 years
with maximum population lying in the age bracket
of 15-60 years. It is expected that India will add
another 140 million people in this consuming age
group by 2020. This is one of the lowest median
ages among the developing countries. This population has more aspiration, is more aware and has a
higher spending power and will consume a greater
number of categories than their parents.
According to the Indian census report, the number
of households with an annual income of US$7000

1 http://www.woolmark.com/resources/consumer-insights/asia/india/
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or more is going to treble from about 30 million
today to 100 million by 2020. There will be approximately 400 million individuals in the middle to high
income bracket by 20201.
Demographic changes are certain, but coping
pattern of society is less so.The global challenges
we’ve seen in the last two decades, the rising oil
prices, climate change, the access to the internet,
rising labour costs, supply chain risks have
impacted the textile and apparel industry in a variety
of ways including the costs of conducting business,
regulatory compliances, competition for diminishing
resources in a crowded world; workforce diversity;
and catering for and marketing to different types of
global consumer.
As global inﬂuences shape fashion, and clothing
retailers and e-tailers leverage brand value to
expand markets beyond age groups, fashion is
becoming more homogenized. Fashion and preferences for clothing are becoming increasingly similar
in the connected worldwide, thanks to webcentralized patterns, ideas, social networking and a
love of global brands. Online tracking systems are
increasingly used to promote transparency in
supply chains.
Sustainable and responsible
consumption will start becoming the norm,
resource scarcity will encourage vintage clothing
retailers, re-cycling of garments and recovery of
precious materials or energy at disposal.
Recently, we witnessed reduction in differences
between the clothes worn by people in different age
groups in some societies. Jeans, for example, are
worn by all ages. Concern about ‘ageing’ and
improving health standards resulting in older people
adopting the style of a younger generation. Also,
small children are now dressing much like adults. In
addition, each new wave of immigration has
brought fresh variations in lifestyles in the West.
Increasing global ﬂows of Asian, Middle Eastern or
Latin American migrants, or climate change
refugees, could shape styles, culture, fashion and
textiles and this may impact textile business also.
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SUSTAINABLE
CONSUMPTION

CLIMATE CHANGE AND
ITS IMPACTS
The climate changes in the coming decades will be
critical in shaping our future.

Consumer awareness of organic and fair trade
food, ethical clothing, eco-detergents, car-sharing
and so on is higher now than it ever has been, in
developed and emerging economies, though it still
is not main stream. Consumer behavior plays a
major part in the sustainability of textiles, for
example in the amount of energy and water used in
clothing care.
Citizens are becoming ‘fashion engineers’ enabled
by the web and open source platforms and this
trend is likely to increase. Many brands have begun
to sell easy-to-adapt fashion items with attached
personalization kits, as well as post-purchase
services, for example providing regular ‘fashion
upgrades’. Consumers can also purchase online
and use them to make outﬁts and accessories out
of locally available materials.
Clothing care is relatively easy in nations or regions
with renewable energy and secures water supplies.
New solutions are emerging in other places, for
example clothes cleaning services provided by
retailers, which achieve cost-savings through scale,
or coatings that reduce the need for washing and
ironing – although no way of recycling clothing with
such coatings has been identiﬁed. Waterless washing machines are a staple of every household in
areas experiencing water shortages; cheap
versions have been manufactured and popularized
by local brands in India and China.
Increasingly, resources are incorporated back into
the supply chain. Sophisticated bio-synthetics and
disposal processes that reduce the burden on the
local environment are emerging.

1 http://www.woolmark.com/resources/consumer-insights/asia/india/
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We will experience real disruption to our climate
system as a result of global warming in the next 15
years. Individuals and communities, especially in
low-income countries, are already experiencing
elevated levels of climate stress, more frequent
occurrence of climate disruptions, raising sea
levels, melting of glaciers. The Government of India
has been taking all possible measures proactively
by adopting various plans for up to the next ﬁfty
years. We are bound to comply by all the directives
issued from time to time, by the concerned authorities.
Flax blooms and grows at best in a moderate
climate and in places where enough farmland is
available. The Flanders and other Northern European regions offer the ideal conditions for the growing of ﬂax. In Northern Europe, climate change is
initially projected to bring mixed effects, including
some beneﬁts such as reduced demand for heating, increased crop yields and forest growth. However, as climate change continues, its negative
impacts (including more frequent winter ﬂoods,
endangered ecosystems and increasing ground
instability) are likely to outweigh its beneﬁts. Impact
of such climate changes on availability of ﬂax may
not be signiﬁcant.
The growth and quality of pasture and fodder crops
may be affected by changes in rainfall amounts and
variability as well as higher CO2 concentrations.
Water resources in many regions are projected to
decrease and become more variable. Animal health
is expected to be adversely affected by rising temperatures and a greater incidence and range of
pests and diseases. There is likely to be greater
stress on the landscape principally brought about
by rainfall deﬁcits and increased climatic variability.
There is also a strong possibility of increased competition for water and land resources from other
agricultural activities, particularly cropping and
meat production.
The combination of these effects is likely to have an
impact on both wool production and quality,
changes in mean ﬁbre diameter and staple
strength. National and international markets could
also be affected, with reductions in demand for
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wool ﬁbre apparels in response to a more temperate climate2 .
In southern and eastern Australia and, in New
Zealand, in North and some eastern regions - the
regions where we source high quality Merino woolwater security problems are projected to intensify
by 2030. The nature and scale of these impacts will
vary between the wool growing regions, depending
on the manifestation of the climate change.
Production from agriculture and forestry is
projected to decline over much of southern and
eastern Australia, and over parts of eastern New
Zealand due to increased drought and ﬁre. International production and supply markets might also
shift, with the wetter wool growing areas of both
New Zealand and China potentially being advantaged by climate change, and the drier wool
regions of these countries being disadvantaged3.
Impact of such climate changes on availability of
Merino wool is uncertain.

FRESHWATER
AVAILABILITY
Fresh water availability in, South, and Southeast
Asia, particularly is projected to decrease due to
climate change along with population growth and
increasing demand arising from higher standards of
living, could adversely affect the availability fresh
water for industrial purpose as access to clean
drinking water becomes an even more pressing
global issue. Coastal areas, especially heavilypopulated mega-delta regions in South, East and
Southeast Asia, will be at greate strisk due to
increased ﬂooding from the sea and insome megadeltas ﬂooding from the rivers. Our manufacturing
locations may be impacted due to such developments.

India’s population of 1.2 billion also faces several
critical issues in meeting its people’s basic water
needs. Like China, most of its freshwater sources
are contaminated by pollution. Tragically, waterrelated diseases result in the deaths of over a thousand people each day in India. Over 100 million
people are living near severely polluted water and
about 99 million lack access to an improved water
source. Additionally, the available water is being
used up at a rapid rate for farming and industrial
use. More than 40% of the surface water is being
used each year while groundwater levels across
4,000 wells fell about 54% over seven years. A
report by McKinsey & Company predicts that water
demand in India will reach 1.5 trillion cubic meters
in 2030 while India’s current water supply is only
740 billion cubic meters4.
The main sources of water for the industrial sector
in India are groundwater and surface water.
Groundwater has emerged as an important source
to meet the water requirements of industries.
Choice of source of water depends on the availability of sufﬁcient and regular supply of water and the
cost of water from the source. Since the surface
water supply from municipal sources is not sufﬁciently guaranteed, industrial units tend to depend
on groundwater. Industrial water demand has been
increasing with the pace of industrial development.
The growth in some of the water intensive industries has been quite signiﬁcant, putting further pressure on the industrial demand for water.
While the annual growth in the chemical industry
and construction has been around 9 per cent, it has
been around 6 per cent in textile and food since the
1990s and 5 per cent in paper and paper products
industry. World Bank estimates that the current
industrial water use in India is about 13 per cent of
the total freshwater withdrawal in the country and
the water demand for industrial uses and energy
production will grow at a rate of 4.2 per cent per
year, rising from 67 billion cubic metres in 1999 to
228 billion cubic metres by 2025. The future
demand will inevitably put pressure on the available
freshwater resources, both due to water consumption and water pollution5.
More than 60% of India’s agriculture is rain-fed,
making the country highly dependent on groundwater. Even without climate change, 15% of India’s
groundwater resources are overexploited.
Although it is difﬁcult to predict future ground water
levels, falling water tables can be expected to

2 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308521X06000771
3 http://www.woolmark.com/resources/consumer-insights/asia/india/
4 http://www.seametrics.com/blog/asia-water-crisis/
5 https://www.idfc.com/pdf/report/2011/Chp-18-Industrial-Water-Demand-in-India-Challenges.pdf
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reduce further on account of increasing demand for
water from a growing population, more afﬂuent life
styles, as well as from the services sector and
industry.

secure social license to operate and increased
brand value. Through signing of the pledge we can
make a direct contribution to the universal realization of the Human Right to Water and Sanitation.

Many parts of India are already experiencing water
stress. Even without climate change, satisfying
future demand for water will be a major
challenge.Urbanization,
population
growth,
economic development, and increasing demand for
water from agriculture and industry are likely to
aggravate the situation further. An increase in
variability of monsoon rainfall is expected to
increase water shortages in some areas. Studies
have found that the threat to water security is very
high over central India, along the mountain ranges
of the Western Ghats, and in India’s northeastern
states6.

RESOURCES SCARCITY

Industrial water demand in India is on the rise. The
key to the problem lies in effective management of
water resources. Suitable measures including
improved process technology; efﬂuent treatment;
reuse of process water for more than once;
re-circulating of process water in the same use for
a number of times; rainwater harvesting; wasteminimization must be adopted. Coordination
among different authorities/ Ministries is a must if
the future water conﬂicts are to be avoided7.
While water stress by 2020 in the region of Rishra
will be near normal under the BAU scenario , the
BAU scenario is determined by stable economic
development in the region and steadily rising global
carbon emissions8. Here the projected water supply
and demand will be near normal in the 2020 BAU
scenario.
We are also working with the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and
have signed the Pledge for Access to Safe Water,
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) at the Workplace.
This aims to ensure appropriate access to safe
WASH for all employees in all premises under direct
company control. The business case is straightforward: investing in safe WASH for employees means
a healthier and more productive workforce. Additional tangible business beneﬁts include a more

In addition to and due to, changing climate and
increasing pressures from growing populations, the
cost of key resources such as food, ﬁbre, materials
and energy to rise in many places as demand
grows and supplies fail to keep pace. For our business, the availability of resources such as energy,
water and ﬁbre will be crucial in the years to come.
By 2025, 1.8 billion people are expected to be living
in countries or regions with absolute water scarcity.
This would have signiﬁcant impact on our raw
material supply and manufacturing. In addition it will
impact our product characteristics and demand.
By 2030, the regions from where our raw materials
are drawn especially wool is likely to be impacted
by severe water shortages, shortage of forage, land
carrying capacity and sustainability, animal health
and competition from other sectors. However, our
present wool processing plant located at Rishra,
Kolkata will not face water quantity shortages but
will have to deal with water quality challenges.
The raw material for the production of linen, ﬂax is a
100% natural yarn. Flax is a renewable, durable,
biodegradable and recyclable plant. During the
growth and elaboration of the ﬂax plant and yarn a
lot less energy is needed in contrast to other, comparable, natural ﬁbers. Furthermore, the whole ﬂax
plant is used for various purposes. This means
there is no waste. The growth of the ﬂax plant uses
only a ﬁfth of the pesticides and fertilizers necessary
for the production of, say, cotton. The plant also
needs only half of the water quantity used for cotton
to reach full growth. Flax plant cleans the soil of
heavy metals and prepares it for the growth of a
new or next crop. There may not be much water,
energy or land restrictions on cultivation of Flax, but
the locations suitable for cultivation are severely
restricted and cannot be extended.

6 http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2013/06/19/india-climate-change-impacts
7 https://www.idfc.com/pdf/report/2011/Chp-18-Industrial-Water-Demand-in-India-Challenges.pdf
8 WEI Aqueduct – Water Risk Assessment
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FUTURE PROOFING OUR BUSINESS - LINEN

Linen Business

Strength

Challenge

Plan

o

Leadership
position in
growing
domestic
market

o

Attractiveness of the
Domestic Market luring
other players

o

To keep the excitement going with launch of
innovative and value added products

o

o

Raw material is 100%
imported

To leverage excellent relationship with existing
supplier base and keep looking for new
sources.

Strong Brand
"Linen Club"

o

Matching the operational
benchmark with Chinese
players

o

To negate the effect of rising cost through
improvement in manpower productivity and
other operational KVD's

o

From a product seller to
a solution provider

o

To leverage the Brand value by Forward
Integration

o

To Increase retail footprint by aggressive ramp
up.

o

To venture into new areas like Dyes Yarn,
E-commerce, women's wear blends etc.

o

The production of Merino wool from the regions
where we source from presently conforms to ethical
standards, additionally the Woolmark brand
provides consumers with guaranteed ﬁbre content
and an assurance of quality. Climate change, rainfall
variability is likely to reduce pasture production, and
the increasing population, stress on food
resources, sheeps may also become scarce for
wool.
It is well known that ﬁber diameter among other
quality parameters is crucial in determining the
economic value of wools such as the Merino, the
quality of coarser (merinos) wools is less vulnerable
to the impact of drier conditions than ﬁner wools as
future scenarios due to climate change show9. In
the situations where agriculture productivity is

adversely impacted, farmers now rely more on the
dual purpose livestock system where both meat
and wool traits share a production focus using a
single ﬂock.
Cotton garments is getting competition from linen
due to its better capacity to absorb moisture and
other natural qualities that provide protection from
ultra-violet rays and bacteria. The linen market is
expected to grow by 25% over the next few years10.
One of the competitive advantages for wool is its
clean, green image. Consumers want to know
provenance of the products they are buying, wool
being natural as opposed to oil-based synthetics
provides the uniqueness.

FUTURE PROOFING OUR BUSINESS - WOOL

Wool Business

Strength

Challenge

Plan

o

o

Rising cost putting
pressure on margin

o

Manufacturing excellence through improvement in productivity and cost optimization

o

Raw material is 100%
imported

o

Consolidation of high margin value added
products

o

Fashion is changing
from formal wear trend
to casual wear

o

Exploring new sources for Wool

o

Entry into high margin niche segments like
superwash, woolen yarn etc

o

To explore new markets and maintain competitive advantage in terms of superior quality and
prompt delivery

o

One of the top 5
Independent
Combers and
spinners
Globally
Well known for
quality

9 Article: Neglected Wools: Fundamental Steps to Counteract the Loss of Potentially Valuable Materials Derived from Native Sheep Breeds 09/2013
10 www.fibre2fashion.com/news/linen wear a new craze in India
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ENERGY
For the next two decades the challenges with
energy, speciﬁcally the availability of supply and its
links to security, will receive increasing attention.
Demand for energy, particularly from India and
China, will grow rapidly. The International Energy
Agency estimates, based on current trends, energy
needs might be over 40% higher in 2030 than
today. The path to a viable, sustainable energy mix
will not be easy.
The policy responses to mitigating climate change
will require us to become energy efﬁcient and use
renewable energy We have developed a technology
roadmap wherein we have budgeted investments
in renewables to improve the demand supply
balance for green fuels and bring in cost efﬁciency
in the long term .
Technological shifts are streamlining the textile
supply chain. It is expected that there we will see
huge improvements in energy efﬁciency within the
fashion supply chain, for example, in how garments
are dyed and ﬁnished.
We have hence budgeted investments in quality
improvement and modernization technologies that
will not only improve our operational efﬁciency but
also increase the energy efﬁciency of existing
equipment’s and process i.e. continuous focus on
reduction of unborn fuel, up gradation of existing
motors/air compressors/air condition plant along
with waste heat and water recovery.

INCREASING
LABOUR COSTS
In India, the textile industry faces hurdle of labour
shortage. Due to growing rural economy and some

government schemes, unskilled labour now ﬁnd job
opportunities closer to home,the industry has
hence started seeing a migration of skilled and
unskilled labourers to their home towns and
villages11. This has pushed companies to raise
wages and offer other beneﬁts to retain labourers.
Also this has compelled many industries to
consider shifting production base to regions where
labourers are most accessible.
We are hence exploring technological modernization, innovations, improving labour skills, better
infrastructure to overcome these challenges and
continue to cater to world markets.

We consider, sustainability
practice would enable us to
scan, understand and address
economic, social and
environmental risks
comprehensively. We have
scanned the relevant future
global trends that is relevant
for our raw material sourcing,
manufacturing and markets
and addressed a few
challenges. We would
continue scanning the global
trends and relevant scenarios
and revise our coping
strategies, each year, to future
proof our business.

11 http://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/textile-firms-compete-for-labour-113121600753_1.html
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POLICY DIRECTION
Climate change has been on the global political
agenda for last 20 years though fragmented and
intermittent. Low Carbon Technology is the driver of
transformation, supported by government incentives including feed-in tariffs incentivizing renewable
energy and tax breaks. Global agreements channel
funding and resources to low-income countries for
technological climate change adaptation schemes.
This is a new age of belief in technology, where
climate Change related regulations will drive the
energy costs higher in all geographies and requirement of sourcing and using renewable energy and
using energy efﬁciently, will be covered by regulations.
Many voluntary guidelines e.g. Higgs Index, require
the producer to take the responsibility of environmental and social impacts of their products. Presently, regulations in some countries cover the health
and safety of textiles- end products and intermediates. In near future, taking responsibility of the life
cycle impacts on environment and society will be
covered by regulations. Providing product related
information adequately and correctly and complete
transparency across the value chain will also be
required by upcoming regulations.

PUBLIC ATTITUDES WILL
ALSO PLAY A KEY ROLE
The response to resource shortages and climate
change will depend on a complex set of factors
including the willingness of people; cost competitiveness, business to change their approach and
the Government policies to reach global trade
agreements.
Public attitudes will play a key role. How much will
people be willing to alter consumption patterns and
make lifestyle choices that reduce pressure on the
environment? Will radical change occur in pursuit of
low-carbon/impact living? Could we see a shift in
values, with people concerned less with consumption and more with wellbeing and quality of life? Or
society will rely more on technological response to
resource shortages and climate change and
continue with consumption that drives the
economy?
The public response and preferences in addressing
resource scarcity and climate change will play an
important role in inﬂuencing the critical political
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responses to these problems. Whether governments go for market-based responses or regulatory
incentives will have a big impact on businesses and
they role they play. Working with the markets could
lead to businesses harnessing innovation to deliver
transformation.

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
In fashion, online trading, showcasing, tailor made
wardrobe solutions help retailer to understand
changing trends, and it increases their ability to
create its own niche.
Whatever other technologies are deployed it is clear
that ICT will continue to play a vital role in our
economy and the way the textile industry operates.
In 2013, Asia-Paciﬁc emerged as the strongest
business-to consumer (B2C) ecommerce region in
the world with sales of around 567.3 billion USD, a
growth of 45% over 2012, ranking ahead of Europe
(482.3 billion USD) and North America (452.4 billion
USD). The Internet economy in India has the potential to grow to $200 billion by 2020, contributing to
as much as 5% of the country’s GDP. It is expected
that the percentage of Internet users from rural
locations will grow to 40-50 percent by 2018, up
from 29 percent in 2013. Women accounted for
just 25% of India’s total Internet population in 2013,
but it is expected that this number will grow to 33%
by 2018. It is expected that the percentage of Internet users aged above 25 in urban India, with higher
disposable incomes, will grow to 54% by 2018, up
from 40% in 2013.
The fashion and preferences for clothing are
becoming increasingly similar in the connected
worldwide, thanks to web-centralized patterns,
ideas, social networking and a love of global
brands. In future, fads and fashions can last hours
not seasons, as global networks swarm to imitate
or micro-trend to live the moment or occasion. 3D
scanners in store windows give ‘screen shoppers’
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Environmental Management System or Program (100)
Energy Use and GHG Emissions (100)
Water Use (100)

W@RSDV@SDQ$EkTDMS

7 Areas of Environment
Assessment

Emissions to Air (100)

immediate visualizations of themselves in the latest
fashions. Clothing booths enable groups of friends
to ‘try on’ clothes in virtual mirrors, using various
style inputs and suggestions on screen. Most of
this can also be done online, but many people still
enjoy the fun of shopping with friends.

HIGG INDEX

Chemicals Management (100)
Waste Management (100)

1DBQTHSLDMS
Compensation (43)
'NTQRNEWork (54)

JST has gone step further in safeguarding the environment. We have conducted an analysis based on
Higg Index for our facility. Higg Index is an indicator
based assessment tool for apparel and footwear
products, we have implemented the Environment
and Social / Labour module at Facility level for all
units. The Index asks practice-based, qualitative
questions to gauge environmental sustainability
performance and drive behavior for improvement.

WNQJDQ(MUNKUDLDMS"NLLTMHB@SHNM
'D@KSG2@EDSX

11 Areas of Social /
Labor Assessment

Transparency (38)
"NLLTMHSX
External Engagement (13)

Labor & Workplace Management for V@KTD"G@HM
Termination & RetrDMBGLDMS
Worker Treatment & Development (101)
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CSO’s EPILOGUE
Linen yarn, yarn, wool tops and worsted Yarn has
always adopted systemic approach to continually
improve manufacturing efﬁciencies. A number of
awards and certiﬁcations for Business Excellence
and Total Quality Management, received by JST are
testimony to this. Sustainability movement at JST
has extended this systemic and disciplined
approach to all stakeholders- shareholders,
employees, customers, suppliers, communities
and government; and across the value chain. Quite
a few steps taken to effect sustainability transformation at JST have clear and short term business
beneﬁts in the areas of improving productivity &
efﬁciency in the areas of energy, water, emission &
efﬂuent and employee health and safety are driven
by our belief in sustainable business principles.
JST has voluntarily adopted Aditya Birla Framework
for Sustainable Business consisting of Responsible
Stewardship, Stakeholder Engagement and Future
Prooﬁng. This perspective has helped us to
calibrate our plans and actions. To us at JST, Sustainability practice is an integral part of achieving
Business Excellence and Future Prooﬁng. It is with
this belief and commitment, we conducted materiality assessment. This assessment, we believe has
enabled us to identify issues that are important, at
present and in future, for our business and to our
stakeholders.
Our Board played a very critical role in galvanizing
and guiding us through sustainability journey. To
manage various aspects of sustainability, we
reinforced our existing ISO based management
systems and included many issues identiﬁed as

material, in these structures. These management
systems have internalised “continual improvement”
and “total employee involvement”. Inclusion of
many aspects of sustainability within this management system ensured that sustainability is mainstreamed into management of business.
Our performance on energy, water, waste, equal
opportunity, diversity, customer health and safety,
community welfare etc., has improved during the
reporting period. We have undertaken carbon foot
printing, taken steps to increase renewable materials, understood and addressed climate and water
risks, mapped our environmental expenses and
value delivered to regional economy and diversity
indices. In addition, we have made best efforts, this
year, to put in place governance and management
systems to ensure all material issues are addressed
by the business and such issues are revisited
periodically. This step, we are sure, will further
catalyse our performance on all material sustainability issues, manage the risks and harness all
opportunities. We also invite all stakeholders to
engage actively with us on our stakeholder engagement platforms.
This sustainability report is an effort to be accountable to our stakeholder that we are fair, responsible
and deliver value; we contribute positively to environment, society and economy; and ﬁnally we
accept our responsibility across the life cycle.
We look forward to receiving suggestions and comments from our stakeholders. We believe without
indulgence of our stakeholders and continuous
engagement, our business cannot be sustainable.
- Dr. Jagadish Barik ,
Chief Sustainability Ofﬁcer
Textile, Acrylic Fibre and Overseas Spinning business
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ASSURANCE

We believe that independent assurance leads to quality and process improvements, and reassures readers
and our management that the information we publish is accurate and material, and therefore contributes to
building trust and credibility with key interest groups. We engage professional assurance providers who
combine the strengths of non-ﬁnancial assurance experience with technical competency in environmental
and social standards.
This report has been assured by Bureau Veritas, third party assurance provider.

INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE STATEMENT

To: The Stakeholders of Jayashree Textiles

Introduction and objectives of work
BUREAU VERITAS Certification (India) Pvt Ltd. has been engaged by Jayashree Textiles
(JST) to conduct an independent assurance of its Sustainability Report 2014-15. This
Assurance Statement applies to the related information included within the scope of work
described below.
This information and its presentation in the Sustainability Report 2014-15 are the sole
responsibility of the management of JST. Bureau Veritas was not involved in the drafting of
the Report. Our sole responsibility was to provide independent assurance on its content.

Scope of work
The assurance process was conducted in line with the requirements of the Assurance
Standard AA1000AS (2008) Type 2 assurance. The scope of work included:
Data and information included in Sustainability Report 2014-15 for the reporting
st
st
period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015;
Appropriateness and robustness of underlying reporting systems and processes,
used to collect, analyse and review the information reported;
Evaluation of the Report against the main principles of the AA1000 Assurance
1
Standard (2008)
o Inclusivity
o Materiality
o Responsiveness
Evaluation of the Report against the principles of Accuracy, Accessibility, Balance,
Clarity, Comparability, Reliability, Timeliness and Stakeholder Inclusiveness, as
defined in the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines G4;
The level of assurance has been applied as “Moderate” for all sections of the report.

Methodology
As part of its independent assurance, Bureau Veritas undertook the following activities:
1. Visit to the manufacturing location of JST on 09.06.2015 and 10.06.2015 and
interviews with relevant personnel of JST including the plant in-charge and heads of
various departments functions such as Production, Energy, Environment, Safety,
Procurement, Human Relations, Marketing and Corporate Finance & Accounts;
2. Review of documentary evidence produced by JST;
3. Audit of performance data, on a sampling basis
4. Review of JST data and information systems for collection, aggregation, analysis and
review;
5. Review of stakeholder engagement activities by review of the Stakeholder
Engagement minutes and report prepared by RSM GC consultants who were
engaged by JST
1

Published by AccountAbility: The Institute of Social and Ethical Accountability
http://www.accountability.org.uk
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6. Direct interviews with a few stakeholders during the site visit

Our work was conducted against Bureau Veritas’ standard procedures and guidelines for
external Assurance of Sustainability Reports, based on current best practice in independent
assurance.
The work was planned and carried out to provide “moderate”, rather than “high” level of
assurance and we believe it provides an appropriate basis for our conclusions.

Our findings
On the basis of our methodology and the activities described above, it is our opinion that:
Nothing has come to our attention to indicate that the reviewed statements within the
scope of our verification are inaccurate and the information included therein is not
fairly stated;
It is our opinion that JST has established appropriate systems for the collection,
aggregation and analysis of quantitative data such as Environmental, Health &
Safety, Human Resource, Labour, Social & Community welfare as well as Product,
Customer and Investor related data.

Alignment with the principles of AA1000AS (2008)
Inclusivity
JST has processes in place for engaging with a range of key stakeholders including socially
responsible investors, government officials, local representatives and has undertaken a
number of stakeholder engagement activities in 2014-15 covering a range of topics such as
Customer satisfaction, Employee welfare, Supply Chain, Community Welfare and
Environment.
Materiality
The Report addresses the range of environmental, social and economic issues of concern
that JST has identified as being of highest material importance. The identification of material
issues has considered both internal assessments of risks and opportunities to the business,
as well as stakeholders’ views and concerns. The material issues were identified by a process
of stakeholder engagement and interaction and the entire process was conducted in the
presence of RSM GC who were engaged by JST for that purpose. In all, a total of 34 issues in
the 3 categories of Business, Environment and Social were identified as material through this
process.
Responsiveness
JST is responding to those issues it has identified as material and demonstrates this in its
policies, objectives, indicators and performance targets. The reported information can be
used by the organisation and its stakeholders as a reasonable basis for their opinions and
decision-making. The company has taken various initiatives towards making an
environmentally friendly product, waste minimisation, occupational health and safety at work
and community and local development.
Specified Sustainability Performance Data
Performance data within the report continues to be gathered through a variety of data
systems and processes. We consider the data as presented in the report to be reliable but
also highlight our recommendation that JST review the data, gathering inputs against the key
performance indicator stated in the report to ensure that performance against these metrics
can be consistently and regularly reviewed and continue to provide accurate and reliable
information.

BUREAU VERITAS
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Evaluation against Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines
Bureau Veritas undertook an evaluation of JST Sustainability Report 2014-15 against the
G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. This included cross checking the GRI index table
against all the reference documents to provide an opinion on the self-declared GRI reporting
option.
Based on our work, it is our opinion that the Sustainability Report 2014-15 has been
prepared in accordance with the GRI Reporting Framework including appropriate
consideration of the Reporting Principles and necessary indicators to meet the requirements
of GRI G4 Reporting Option “In accordance- Core”.

Best practice observations
•
•
•
•

There is an improvement in discharge water quality parameters C.O.D., B.O.D. &
T.S.S. The volume of effluent water has also reduced.
Emphasis on safety is observed through the functioning of Factory Health & Safety
Committees. There is good representation of workers on the Health & Safety
Committees.
The organisation has been certified to SA 8000 (Social Accountability Standard)
Waste generation during manufacturing, including hazardous and non-hazardous
waste has decreased by 12%.

Limitations and Exclusions
Excluded from the scope of our work is any assurance of information relating to:


Activities outside the defined assurance period stated hereinabove;



Positional statements (expressions of opinion, belief, aim or future intention) by JST
and statements of future commitment;



Our assurance does not extend to the activities and operations of JST outside of the
scope and geographical boundaries as well as the operations undertaken by any
subsidiaries or joint ventures of the Company.

This independent statement should not be relied upon to detect all errors, omissions or
misstatements that may exist within the Report.

Statement of independence, impartiality and competence
Bureau Veritas is an independent professional services company that specialises in Quality,
Health, Safety, Social and Environmental management with almost 180 years history in
providing independent assurance services, and an annual turnover in 2014 in excess of Euros
4.00 billion.
Bureau Veritas has implemented a Code of Ethics across the business to maintain high
ethical standards among staff in their day to day business activities. We are particularly
vigilant in the prevention of conflicts of interest.
No member of the assurance team has a business relationship with JST, its Directors or
Managers beyond that required of this assignment. We have conducted this verification
independently, and there has been no conflict of interest.
The assurance team has extensive experience in conducting assurance over environmental,
social, ethical and health and safety information, systems and processes and has over 5
years combined experience in this field and an excellent understanding of Bureau Veritas
standard methodology for the Assurance of Sustainability Reports.
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Bureau Veritas Certification (India) Pvt. Ltd.
th

6 Floor, Marwah Centre, K. Marwah Lane, Off. Saki-Vihar Road, Saki Naka, Andheri (East)
Mumbai - 400072 India.

-----------------------------------

------------------------------

Sanjay Patankar
Lead Assuror

Anurag Juyal
Technical Reviewer

Product Manager- Sustainability & Climate Change Services

Lead Verifier-Climate Change

Date: 23-Oct-2015
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GRI INDEX
General Standard Disclosures
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

Pg No.

Section: Strategy & Analysis
G4-1
G4-2

CEO Letter

Fully

CEO’s Message

Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities

Fully

Responsible Stewardship

5-6
35 - 62

Section: Organizational Proﬁle
G4-3

Organization name

Fully

Our Operations and Products

G4-4

Primary brands, products, and services

Fully

Product Portfolio

8

G4-5

Headquarters location

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-6

Where the organization operates

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

16-18

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form

Fully

Our Operations and Products

8

G4-8

Markets served

Fully

Our Operations and Products

14

G4-9

Scale of the organization

Fully

Our Operations and Products

11,14

G4-10

Total number of employees by type

Partially

Employee Diversity

G4-11

Collective bargaining agreements

Fully

Labour Management Relations

G4-12

Supply chain description

Fully

Suppliers

G4-13

Organizational changes during the reporting period

Fully

Our Operations and Products

15

G4-14

Precautionary principle

Fully

Communities

73

G4-15

External charters, principles, or other initiatives

Fully

Human Rights

44

G4-16

Membership associations

Fully

Our Operations and Products

15

Complete disclosure -

19

51
60
71 -72

Section: Identiﬁed Material Aspects & Boundaries
G4-17

Entities included in ﬁnancial statements

Fully

G4-18

Process for deﬁning report boundaries and content

Fully

G4-19

Material aspects included in the report

Fully

Issues that matter

31

G4-20

Descriptions of material aspect boundaries

Fully

Issues that matter

31

Partially

Issues that matter

31

Scope and Boundary
Transparent Disclosure -

19

Reporting Principles

within the organization
G4-21

Descriptions of material aspect boundaries
outside the organization

G4-22

Restatements

NA

-

-

G4-23

Changes from previous reports in terms of

NA

-

-

scope and/or boundaries
Section: Stakeholder Engagement
G4-24

Stakeholder groups

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

64

G4-25

How stakeholders were identiﬁed

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

64

G4-26

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

64-66

G4-27

Topics raised during stakeholder engagements

Fully

Stakeholder Engagement

65 -66

Complete Disclosure -

Section: Report Proﬁle
G4-28

Reporting period

Fully

G4-29

Date of most recent report

NA

G4-30

Reporting cycle

Fully

19

Scope and Boundary
Complete Disclosure Scope and Boundary
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General Standard Disclosures
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

G4-31

Report contact

Fully

Feedback

G4-32

"In accordance" option, GRI Index and report assurance

Fully

Conformance to GRI, GRI Index

G4-33

Policy regarding report assurance

Pg No.
100
20, 96-99,

and Assurance

92-95

Fully

Assurance

92 -95

Partially

Enablers and Governance

23

Fully

Our values steer our conduct

27

Fully

Issues that matter,

30-31,

Enablers and Governance

22-23
70

Section: Governance
G4-34

Governance structure of the organization
Section: Ethics & Integrity

G4-56

Code of conduct
Speciﬁc Disclosures

G4-DMA

Disclosures on management approach (DMA)
Economic

G4-EC1

Economic value

Fully

Delivering Economic Value

G4-EC2

Climate change risks

Fully

Climate Change and its Impacts

G4-EC3

Beneﬁt plan coverage

Fully

Employee Beneﬁts

56

G4-EC4

Financial assistance from the government

Fully

Delivering Economic Value

70

G4-EC5

Ratio of entry level wage to local minimum wage

Fully

Entry level wage, basic salary

52

G4-EC6

Proportion of senior management hired from

Fully

Senior Management Hiring

56

Fully

Indirect Economic Impact

70

83-84

and remuneration
the local community
G4-EC7

Infrastructure investments

G4-EC8

Indirect economic impacts

Partially

Indirect Economic Impact

70

G4-EC9

Local suppliers

Fully

Procurement Practices

68

G4-EN1

Materials by weight or volume

Fully

Materials& Wastes

42

G4-EN2

Recycled input materials

Fully

Materials& Wastes

42

G4-EN3

Energy consumption within organization

Fully

Energy& Carbon

38

G4-EN4

Energy consumption outside organization

Not covered

G4-EN5

Energy intensity

Fully

Energy& Carbon

38

G4-EN6

Energy reductions

Fully

Energy& Carbon

38

G4-EN7

Energy reductions in products and services

NA

-

G4-EN8

Water withdrawals by source

Fully

Water &Efﬂuent

41

G4-EN9

Water sources affected by withdrawals

Fully

Water &Efﬂuent

41

G4-EN10 Water recycled and reused

Fully

Water &Efﬂuent

41

G4-EN11 Facilities in or near areas of high diversity

Not reported

-

G4-EN12 Impacts on biodiversity

Not reported

-

G4-EN13 Habitats protected or restored

Not reported

-

G4-EN14 IUCN Red List species

Not reported

-

G4-EN15 GHG emissions (Scope 1)

Fully

Carbon

39

Carbon

39

Environment

G4-EN16 GHG emissions (Scope 2)

Fully

G4-EN17 GHG emissions (Scope 3)

Not covered

G4-EN18 GHG emissions intensity

Fully

Carbon

39

G4-EN19 Reduction of GHG emissions

Fully

Carbon

39

G4-EN20 Ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

Fully

Ozone Depleting Substance

44

G4-EN21 NOx, SOx and other emissions

Fully

Emissions

44

G4-EN22 Water discharge

Fully

Waste Water Management

41

G4-EN23 Waste by type and disposal method

Fully

Waste Management

43
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General Standard Disclosures
Disclosures

Coverage

Section

Pg No.

G4-EN24 Signiﬁcant spills

Fully

Waste Management

43

G4-EN25 Hazardous waste

Fully

Waste Management

43

G4-EN26 Biodiversity affected by runoff

NA

-

-

G4-EN27 Mitigation of environmental impacts of products and services

NA

-

G4-EN28 Products and packaging materials reclaimed

Fully

Materials & Waste

42

-

G4-EN29 Environmental ﬁnes and sanctions

Fully

Positive Compliance

30

G4-EN30 Environmental impacts from product

Fully

Emissions

44

Fully

Environmental Expenditures

70

Suppliers

71

distribution and employee travel
G4-EN31 Environmental investments
G4-EN32 New suppliers screened using environmental criteria

Fully

G4-EN33 Supply chain environmental impacts

Not covered

G4-EN34 Environmental grievances

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

28

Social- Labour Practices
G4-LA1

Number and rate of new employee hires and turnover

Fully

Employment

52

G4-LA2

Beneﬁts provided to full-time employees

Fully

Employee Beneﬁts

56

G4-LA3

Return to work and retention rates after parental leave

Fully

Return to Work and Retention Rates

52

G4-LA4

Notice periods regarding operational changes

Fully

Labour Management Relations

60

G4-LA5

Workforce represented in health and safety committees

Fully

Occupational Health and Safety

60

G4-LA6

Rates of injury, occupational disease, lost days,

Fully

Occupational Health and Safety

62

absenteeism, and work-related fatalities
G4-LA7

Workers with high incidence risk of diseases

Fully

Occupational Health and Safety

62

G4-LA8

Health and safety topics covered in

Fully

Labour Management Relations

60

agreements with trade unions
Fully

Training and Education

55

G4-LA10 Programs for skills management managing career endings

G4-LA9

Average hours of training for employees

Fully

Training and Education

54-55

G4-LA11 Employees receiving performance and

Fully

Training and Education

54

career development reviews
G4-LA12 Composition of governance bodies and employees

Partially

The Board, Employee Diversity

G4-LA13 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

Fully

Entry level wage, basic salary

G4-LA14 New suppliers that were screened using

Fully

23, 50
52

and remuneration
Suppliers

71

labor practices criteria
G4-LA15 Negative impacts for labor practices in the supply chain

Not covered

G4-LA16 Grievances about labor practices

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

28

Fully

Human Rights

45

Social- Human Rights
G4-HR1

Investment agreements and contracts that include
human rights clauses or underwent screening

G4-HR2

Employee training on human rights

Partially

Human Rights

45

G4-HR3

Incidents of discrimination

Fully

Human Rights

46

Signiﬁcant risk of freedom of association in

Fully

Human Rights

45

G4-HR4

operations and suppliers
G4-HR5

Signiﬁcant risk of child labor in operations and suppliers

Fully

Human Rights

46

G4-HR6

Signiﬁcant risk of forced or compulsory labor in

Fully

Human Rights

46

Fully

Human Rights

45

NA

-

operations and suppliers
G4-HR7

Security personnel trained in the organization's
human rights policies

G4-HR8

Incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous peoples
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General Standard Disclosures
Disclosures
G4-HR9

Operations that have been subject to human

Coverage

Section

Pg No.

Fully

Human Rights

45

Suppliers

71
28

rights assessments
G4-HR10 New suppliers screened for human rights

Fully

G4-HR11 Human rights impacts in the supply chain

Not covered

G4-HR12 Grievances about human rights impacts

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

Partially

Communities

72-74

Social – Society
G4-SO1

Local community engagement, impact assessments
and development programs

G4-SO2

Negative impacts on local communities

Fully

Communities

73

G4-SO3

Risks related to corruption

Fully

Our performance as per the

47

G4-SO4

Communications and training on anti-corruption

Fully

G4-SO5

Conﬁrmed incidents of corruption

Fully

Our performance as per the

G4-SO6

Political contributions

Fully

Political Contributions

47

UN Global Compact's ten principles
Our performance as per the

47

UN Global Compact's ten principles
47

UN Global Compact's ten principles
G4-SO7

Anti-competitive behavior

Fully

Anti-competitive behaviour

62

G4-SO8

Fines for non-compliance with laws

Fully

Positive Compliance

30

G4-SO9

New suppliers screened for impacts on society

Fully

Suppliers

71

G4-SO10 Negative impacts on society in the supply chain

Not covered

G4-SO11 Grievances about impacts on society

Fully

Grievance Redressal Mechanisms

28

Fully

Customer Health and Safety

80

Fully

Customer Health and Safety

80

Social-Product Responsibility
G4-PR1

Health and safety impact assessments of
products and services

G4-PR2

Non-compliance concerning the health and safety
impacts of products and services

G4-PR3

Product and service information required for labelling

Fully

Product Information

79

G4-PR4

Non-compliance with regulations concerning product

Fully

Product Information

79
79

and service labelling
G4-PR5

Surveys measuring customer satisfaction

Fully

Customer Satisfaction

G4-PR6

Sale of banned or disputed products

NA

-

G4-PR7

Non-compliance with regulations concerning

Fully

Products

76

Fully

Customer Privacy

79

Fully

Product Information

79

marketing communications
G4-PR8

Complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy
and losses of customer data

G4-PR9

Fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning products and services
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Enablon: It is the world’s leading provider of Sustainability, EH&S and Operational Risk Management
Software.
LCA: Life Cycle Assessment

FEEDBACK
We sincerely appreciate your feedback and concerns
for our improvement. For any comments/concerns,
please send queries to following address:
Contact Name: Mr. Manmohan Singh
Address: Jaya Shree Textiles, Rishra P.O.,
Prabasnagar, Hooghly, West Bengal, India - 712249
Email: manmohan.singh@adityabirla.com

DEFINITIONS AND
ACRONYMS
JST: Jaya Shree Textiles a Unit of Aditya Birla Nuvo Ltd,
manufacturing Linen yarn, Linen Fabric, Wool Tops and
Worsted Yarn
ABG - Aditya Birla Group
Stakeholders: A person, group or organization that
has interest or concern in an organization. Stakeholders
can affect or be affected by the organization's actions,
objectives and policies.
Sustainability: Sustainability is meeting the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.
Stewardship: It is an ethic that embodies the responsible planning and management of resources.
Higg Index: It is an apparel and footwear industry
self-assessment standard for assessing environmental
and social sustainability throughout the supply chain.

GHGs: Greenhouse Gases
Scope 1 Emissions: These are direct GHG emissions
from sources that are owned or controlled by the entity
Scope 2 Emissions: Indirect GHG emissions from
consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam
cope 3 Emissions: Other indirect emissions, such as
the extraction and production of purchased materials
and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not
owned or controlled by the reporting entity, electricityrelated activities (e.g. T&D losses) not covered in Scope
2, outsourced activities, waste disposal, etc.
CTS: Customer Satisfaction
KPIs: Key Performance Indicators
OEKO-TEX: OEKO-TEX examines all stages of
production and tests for harmful substances used in
production systems to ensure customer safety
QC: Quality Circles
KSS: Kaizen Suggestion Scheme
TPM: Total Productive Maintenance
ESS: Employee Satisfaction Survey
ETP: Efﬂuent Treatment Plant
REACH: Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals
REACH Compliance: Addresses the production and
use of chemical substances, and their potential impacts
on both human health and the environment.
OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development

CAP: Customer Acquisition Plan

IFC - International Finance Corporation

CTS: Customer Technical Service

UNGC - United Nations Global Compact

GRI: Global Reporting Initiative

ISO - International Organization for Standardization

BE: Business Excellence

B & R - Brands & Retails

EXCOM: The Executive Committee

SPC - Statistical Process Control

EHS: Environment, Health and Safety

SQC - Statistical Quality Control

Whistleblower: Anyone who has and reports insider
knowledge of illegal activities occurring in an organization

OHSAS - Occupational Health & Safety Assessment
Series

Compliance: It means conforming to a rule, such as a
speciﬁcation, policy, standard or law.
APEX: Accepted Practices Exchange

QMS - Quality Management System
EMS - Environmental Management System
E & I - Evaluation & Improvement

